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BGGS Overview

BGGS ts the Britannica
Global Geography System,
a modular electronic

learning system which
combines the latest peda-
gogical approach to geogra-

phy leaming with interactive multi-media
materials enabling students and teachers to
immerse themselves in exciting geographic
investigations. BGGS is made up of the following
components:

c Geographic lnquiry into GIobaI Issues
(GIGI) Student DataBooks

o Teacher's Guides with Overhead Trans-
parencies in a three-ring binder

r Laminated Mini-Atlases to accompany
each module

. BGGS CD-ROM with User's Manual

. 3 BGGS Videodiscs with Barcode Guides
o 3 thematic posters

This section of your Teacher's Guide will exam-
ine each component and demonstrate how the
components work together to facilitate some very
exciting geography leaming for you and your
students!

I. GIGI
Geographic Inquiry into Global Issues (GIGI)
is the foundation of the BGGS. GIGI is a series of
modules developed at the Center for Geographic
Education at the University of Colorado at
Boulder. The modules are independent of one
another and can be presented in any order.

They use an inquiry approach and are organized
around ten world regions:

South Asia

Southeast Asia

Japan
Former Soviet Union

East Asia

Australia / N ew Zealand / P acific

North Africa/Southwest Asia

Africa-South of the Sahara

Latin America

Europe

Each GIGI module is centered around a particular
question, such as "\A/hy are people in the world
hungry?" and "Is freedom of movement a basic
human right?" The lead question is explored in
one region of the world, then, in most modules, in
a second region, before being investigated in
North America.

The modules can be used in geography classes, or
selected modules can be used in other courses,
such as Earth Science, Global Studies, or Econom-
ics. Twelve modules constitute ample material for
a full year's geography course. Each module is
accompanied by sets of laminated mini-atlases
which students can write on with dry-erase
markers (provided by the teacher), then wipe
clean to be re-used by the next class. This activity
works well with cooperative groups of students.



Each module comprises a Teacher's Guide in a
three-ring binder which includes Handouts and
Activity masters for duplication and Overhead
Transparencies; twenty-five Student DataBooks
(additional Student DataBooks available) and the
Mini-Atlases all packaged in a sturdy box
suitable for storage when thb class moves on to
the next module. Since the Student DataBooks
are soft-covered three-hole punched, non-
consumable books, we recommend that each
student-have a binder to protect them. BGGS
binders are available from Britannica, or you
might ask each student to obtain one at the
beginning of the course to keep the books in
good condition for the next group of students
that will use them. As the class completes a
module, you can collect the Student DataBooks,
place them in their storage box, and distribute
the next module's DataBook to be placed in the
student's binder.

GIGI print materials are organized in a unique
fashion. The Teacher's Guide explains proce-
dures to use in presenting the material found in
the GIGI Student DataBook. Miniature layouts of
student pages show the teacher how many pages
of student material correspond with a given
Teacher's Guide page. The Teacher's Guide
includes Activities and Handouts to be copied
and passed out to the class and Overhead
Transparencies to enhance each lesson. All of a
module's Activities, Handouts, and Overheads
are located behind the third tab divider in each
Teacher's Guide.

The teacher needs to become familiar in advance
with both Teacher and Student material in order
to effectively engage the class in meaningful
geographic inquiries. There is a comprehensive
"Memo to the Teacher from the GIGI Staff" in
each Teacher's Guide which explains in detail the

goals and principles behind the inquiry approach
to geography learning.

The electronic components of the Britannics
Global Geography System further empower
students and teachers alike to engage in mean-
ingful investigations. They are explained in'detail
in the following section.

II. BGGS CD.ROM
The BGGS CD-ROM is a resource manager and
reference tool designed to help both teachers and
students get maximum impact from the
Bitannica Global Geography System. This CD-
ROM contains the text of the GIGI Student
DataBooks in both Spanish and English, as well
as Britannica's innovative geography reference
program GeopediarM all on a single disk. Here
are some of the ways you and your class can use
this software:

. When preparing to teach a module, you
can access the GIGI Student DataBook on
the CD to find which other elements of
the BGGS are keyed to that lesson. For
example, if you are teaching Lesson 3
in the Population and Resources module
(\A/hat is overpopulation and how is it
distributed?), accessing that lesson on the
CD-ROM will reveal that there is one clip
on the Economic Deuelopment videodisc
called "Population/Wealth Correlation."
With this information/ you can plan when
to reserve your department's videodisc
player to preview the clip and show it to
your class.

Furthermore, you will discover that there is one
GIGI mini-atlas activity related to this lesson, five
articles in the Geopedia database, ten entries in



Geopedia's World Data, five maps in the
Geopedia Atlas, and five learning activities in the
Geopedia BrainTeasers. You may want to assign
each student or small group of students a re-
search project using these extra resources to be
done over the course of the module, or you can
create a set of questions which the students must
complete using the information found in
Geopedia.

These activities can serve as a performance-based
assessment of what students have learned in
studying each module.

Since many schools have a limited number of
computers with CD-ROM drives available, you
may wish to devise a rotating schedule or sign-
up system to ensure that each student has a
chance to get at the BGGS CD-ROM. If it takes 15
class periods for a class of twenty-five students to
do one module, students working in pairs can
each have one turn at the computer if they
schedule their time at the outset of the module.
Using the CD-ROM's resource managing capabil-
ity, you will have a very good sense of what
resources you have at your disposal and how to
make the most of them.

All GIGI lessons are indexed by word and
by key topic. If your class is studying food
shortages in the Hunger module, you can
key in the word hunger, and immediately
learn where else in the GIGI modules this
word or key topic appears. You can go
directly to those occurrences in the text. You
will also be directed to appropriate Geopedia
references and Brain Teaser activities.
Figures, Maps and Tables from GIGI print
modules do not appear in the CD-ROM.
However, the caption describing each of
them is part of the online text.

. If Spanish is the primary language of your
students, GIGI lessons can be accessed
and printed out in Spanish from the
BGGS CD-ROM. The BGGS Videodiscs
have a Spanish soundtrack as well.

III. BGGS Videodiscs
More than ever before, today's students are
visual learners. The GIGI modules exnlore issues
and regions of the world with which many
students are unfamiliar. With this in mind, we
have produced three videodiscs, one to corre-
spond to each of three major strands we have
identified in GIGI: Esrth's Enaironment and
Society; Economic Deuelopment; and Global Political
and Cultural Change.

These videodiscs, with English and Spanish
soundtracks, can take you and your class to the
parts of the world you are investigating with the
wave of a barcode wand. Your class will hear
how Amazon native peoples feel about the
exploitation of the tropical rain forests where
they live, witness the eruption of a volcano, and
see first-hand the environmental disasters human
beings have brought about.

The Barcode Guide which accompanies each disc
enables you to access with a light pen or barcode
reader, segments which pertain to the lesson
being investigated. The Guide includes barcodes
in both English and Spanish. Teachers can use
the segments to enrich lessons, and students can
make use of segments to enhance a report or
group presentation.

There is a full-color poster to accompany each
videodisc cluster which engages the students by
asking "How do these images connect to you?"
The posters can provide a colorful springboard
for classroom discussion.
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Memo to the Teacher
from the GIGI Staff

You haue in yowr hands the GIGI Teacher's Gwide. Teaching witb
GIGI is a departwre from teaching with a conuentional textbook. By
taking the time to study this memo-about 30 minwtes-you will
gain a good understanding of the kind of teaching that's needed to be
successful with GIGI. 

.We 
hope you haue a rewarding and enjoyable

experience!

Goals

The three major goals of Geographic lnquiry into Global lssues
(GIGI) are to help you teach your students the following:

1. Responsible citizenship
2. Geographic knowledge, skills, and perspectives
3. Critical and reflective thinking

\7e believe you can accomplish these goals as well as others by teach-
ing real-world issues. GIGI presents these issues with an inquiry
approach, using the information, concepts, skills, and perspectives of
geography.

GIGI and the Britannica Global Geography System

GIGI offers you two instructional modules for each of ten world
regions (Figure 1 on pages vi and vii). There is no necessary sequence
of modules; each one is independent, so you can use them in any
order you wish or put together smaller clusters of modules to fit your
needs. A leading question frames the issue of each module, and stu-
dent inquiry proceeds through a sequence of lessons, each of which
requires one or more daily periods of class time.

Color photographs at the beginning and end of each Student
DataBook graphically illustrate the topic under inquiry.

Modules typically begin with a broad introduction to the global
issue. Then, a major case study of three to four lessons examines the
issue in a real place within the selected world region. Students also
explore, usually in a single lesson, a comparative case study in a
different region, which gives a variant of the issue and a sense of its
global nature. Modules also bring the students "back home" to focus
on the issue as it may appear in the United States or Canada. 

'We 
do

this because although North America is not one of the 10 GIGI

iv
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regions, frequent comparisons to North America throughout each
module achieve additional instruction on this "home region."

Each GIGI module requires from two to three weeks of teaching
time (10 to 15 class periods of 50 minutes) and contains a Student
DataBook, Teacher's Guide, and Mini-Atlas. These GIGI print mate-
rials are at the heart of the Britannica Global Geography System
(BGGS), which extends and enhances the inquiry approach to real-
world issues with a CD-ROM and three videodiscs.

The BGGS CD-ROM puts the text of the GIGI Student
DataBooks on line in both English and Spanish, then enables both
teacher and students to search the text by lesson, key topic, or
word to find the resources in the system that will enhance each.
GeopediarM, Britannica's multimedia geography program, is provided
in the CD-ROM for follow-up research. It features an atlas with
more than 1,000 new maps, an encyclopedia with more than 1.1200
geography-related articles, statistical information on every country
from Britannica'World Data Annual, a chartmaker for creating
charts and graphs, a selection of video clips exploring cities and
regions, and an electronic notepad allowing teachers and students to
clip and edit text right on the screen.

Three videodiscs, designed to electronically transport students to
the regions of the world where GIGI case studies are focused, are
another part of the BGGS. The discs emphasize three major strands
of the GIGI investigations: Earth's Enuironment and Society,
Economic Deuelopment, and Global Political and Cuhural Change.
Each videodisc has two soundtracks, English and Spanish, and is
accompanied by a Barcode Guide that enables teachers and students
to access the segments that accompany the GIGI lesson with a wave
of the barcode reader. A poster accompanies each videodisc to rein-
force the connnections between your students and the issue being
studied.

A full explanation of the Britannica Global Geography System
components and how they work together is located in the BGGS
overview in the front section of this Teacher's Guide.



VI Geograpbic lnqwiry into Global Isswes

Geographic lnquiry into Global lssues (GlGl)
lssues, Leading Questions, and Case Study Locations

South Asia Population and Resources

How does population growth
aff ect re sou rce ava i I o b i I ity?

Bangladesh
(Haiti)

Religious Conflict*

Where do religious differences
contribute to conflict?

Kashmir
(Northern l reland)

Southeast Asia Sustainable Agriculture

How con the world achieve
su sto i no ble ag ricu ltu re?

Malaysia
(Cameroon, Western United

States)

Human Rights

How is freedom of movement a
basic human right?

Cambodia
(Cuba, United States)

fapan Global Economy*

How does trode shape the
globaleconomy?

Japan
(Colombia, United States)

Natural Hazards

Why do the effects of notural
hazards vory from place to
place?

Japan
(Bangladesh, United States)

Former Soviet
Union

Diversity and
Nationalism*

How do nations cope with
culturol diversity?

Commonwealth of
Independent States

(Brazil, United States)

Environmental Pollution

What are the effects of severe
e nvi ron me ntal poll ution?

Aral Sea
(Madagascar, United States)

East Asia Population Growth*

How is population growth
to be managed?

China
(United States)

Political Change

How does politicol chonge offect
peoples and places?

Hong Kong
(South Korea, Taiwan,

Singapore, Canada)

* Under development

Matr ix showing ClCl modules.  Ceographic issues are in bold
and leading questions are in italics. Major case study
locations are followed by comparison examples in
parentheses.

Figure 1
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Geographic lnquiry into Global lssues (GlGl)
lssues, Leading Questions, and Case Study Locations

vt l

Australia/
New Zealand/
Pacific Global Climate Change

What could hoppen if global
warming occurs?

Australia and New Zealand
(Developing Countr ies,

U.S. Culf  Coast)

Interdependence*

Whot are the causes ond effects
of global interdependence?

Australia
(Falkland lslands, United States)

North Africa/
Southwest Asia Oil and Society*

How hove oil riches chanqed
notions?

Saud iArab ia
(Venezuela, Alaska)

Hunger

Why are people hungry?
Sudan
( lnd ia,  Canada)

Africa-south
of the Sahara Building New Nations*

How are nation-stotes built?
Nigeria
(South Africa, Canada)

Infant and Child Mortality

Why do so mony children suffer
from poor health?

Central Africa
(United States)

Latin America Urban Growth

Whqt are the couses ond
effects of rapid
urbanization qnd urbon
growth?

Mexico
(United States)

Development

How does development offect
peoples and places?

Amazonia
(Eastern Europe, U.S. Tennessee

Valley)

Europe Regional Integration*

What ore the advantages of
and barriers to regional
integration?

Europe
(United States, Mexico,

Canada)

Waste Management

Why is woste management both
a locol and globolconcern?

Western Europe
(apan, United States)

* Under development

Figure 1 (continued)
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The Student DataBook contains the following features:
o Memo to the Student from the GIGI Staff
o An overview of the key questions and places explored in the

module
o Lesson objectives
o Data presented in a variety of forms, including text, maps,

graphs, tables, photographs, and cartoons
e Questions
. Glossary
o References

Students are not expected to learn the GIGI curriculum through
the Student DataBook alone. Rather, they derive meaning from the
DataBook when you use the Teacher's Guide to work through the
curriculum with them. You may want to explain this process to stu-
dents. Point out that you will be directing them to caffy out various
activities that are not specified in their text but are important in the
sequence of learning.

Prior to teaching the first lesson, be sure students read the
"Memo to the Student from the GIGI Staff" and the two-page
overview, which gives the module's objectives in question form. Point
out the Glossary and encourage its use as you work through the
module, noting that glossary words are listed at the beginning of
each lesson. So that students will know what they are expected to
learn, they need to read carefully and understand the objectives listed
at the beginning of each lesson.

This Teacher's Guide contains the following sections:
o Preparing to Teach This Module, a synopsis of the module's

leading question, themes, and activities
o Module Objectives
o Number of Days Required to Teach the Module
o Suggestions for Teacher Reading
o Extension Activities and Resources

Most lessons include the following sections:
o Time Required
r Materials Needed
o Glossary'Words
o Getting Started (suggested anticipatory sets)
o Procedures (for group and individual work)
o Modifications for older or younger students (in a

different type face, printed in color)
o Questions and Answers (shown in tinted boxes)
o For Further Inquiry (suggestions for extensions andlor

assessments)
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o Masters of Overhead Transparencies and Activity masters
and keys (located at the back of the Teacher's Guide)

Each module has its own accompanying Mini-Atlas, which pro-
vides four-color maps designed especially for use with that module.
The Teacher's Guide explains how to use these maps. No additional
atlases are required to teach the module, but large wall maps are
highly recommended for your classroom. In addition to the maps in
the Mini-Atlas, you will find numerous maps in the Student
DataBook.

Intended Grade Levels
'We 

believe GIGI enables you to probe global issues in various
degrees of depth. This allows for the modules' use both over several
grade levels (7-12) and over varying lengths of time at a grade level.
The Teacher's Guides suggest alternatives for modifying instruction
for different grade levels where appropriate. The reading level varies
within each module: The Student DataBooks are approximately at
grade 9 level, but some extracts from other sources are more chal-
lenging. These extracts are important because they show students
that many people have contributed to the data, but younger students
may need more time and help to understand them. The Teacher's
Guides also include extension activities and resources that can maxi-
mize the grade-level flexibility of each module. Using the visuals
included in the BGGS videodiscs and the activities built into the
CD-ROM, you can further tailor instruction to your students.
Obviously you will determine whether particular lessons suit your
students' abilities. \fhen a range of required teaching time is given
for a module, for example, 10 to 12 days, the greater amount of time
should be planned for younger students. If you believe a lesson might
be too difficult for your students, eliminate or simplify it. Rarely will
the elimination of a lesson render a module ineffective. On the other
hand, try to utilize the suggested extensions if the lesson does not
adequately challenge your students.

Issues-Based Geographic Inquiry

In order to foster active learning and higher-level thinking, GIGI
stresses issues-based geographic inquiry. Inquiry is essentially the
method of science and of good detective work: It poses questions and
proposes answers about the real world and it tests its answers with
real data. Students do this with GIGI. Because this approach may be
different from what students are familiar with, you may wish to pre-
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pare them by describing the process and its connection to the real
world. Also, their reading and discussion of the "Memo to the
Student from the GIGI Staff" will help them understand the inquiry
approach. GIGI is based on Frances Slater's inquiry activity planning
model (1993). To reach GIGI's goals, your students study specific
global issues by pursuing answers to geographic questions (Figure 2).
They answer these questions by analyzing and evaluating data, using
geographic methods and skills. This "doing geography" approach
leads to significant outcomes in knowledge, skills, and perspectives.
The progression from questions to generalizations "is crucial as a
structure for activity planning and as a strategy for developing mean-
ing and understanding. Meaning and understanding define the
process of tying little factual knots of information into bigger general
knots so that geography begins to make sense, not as a heap of iso-
lated facts but as a network of ideas and procedures" (Slater 1,993,
page 60) .

In truly free inquirS students work independentlS but with GIGI
posing questions and providing data, you and your students explore
the issues together. This approach supports and encourages your stu-
dents in learning geography.

By using issues-based inquirg you promote the development of a
critical perspective in your students. They learn the habits of critical
and reflective thinking. Multiple and opposing positions are inherent

Goals
I
I
V

lssues
I
I
V

Geographic Questions

I
V

Methods of Processing + Data + Exercise of Skil ls

I
I
V

Outcomes

I
I
V

Assessment

ClCl's model for issues-based geographic inquiry (after
Slater 1993).

Figure 2
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in these issues. Facts can be used to support different points of view.
This is the context in which the habits of the critical perspective can
develop, and interpretation is the key activity. \7ith GIGI you foster
these habits and abilities as you help your students interpret data
guided by hypotheses, propositions, arguments, or questions.

An essential element of data-based, issues-oriented inquiry is to
challenge your students by giving them opportunities to

. raise new questions,
o question the quality of the data,
o seek more useful or current data,
o articulate relationships they perceive,
. explain their processes of investigation, and
. defend their positions, decisions, and solutions.

Why These Issues Were Chosen

In planning GIGI, we sought timeless issues that are truly global
in scope and that are of special concern to geographers. In this way,
GIGI fosters what the National Geography Standards calls "the geo-
graphically informed person" needed by modern global citizenry
(Geography Education Standards Project 1,994).

The major case studg chosen to give solid grounding to the issue,
is focused on a region where the issue is clearly expressed. The sec-
ondary case studies, based in other regions including the United
States and Canada, show the global scope of the issue.

It is important to stress that, although GIGI contains a wide selec-
tion of case studies in all major regions (Figure L) as well as frequent
references to the global distribution of many geographic phenomena,
GIGI is not a traditional regional geography. It does not attempt to
provide basic geographic information for each region, such as one
finds in traditional regional geography textbooks. In teaching a GIGI
module, it is important to keep the emphasis on the issue and not get
distracted with extraneous regional information.

Role of Questions
Each GIGI module is divided into six to eight lessons, each titled

by a question; subquestions head individual sections of the lessons.

Questions guide inquiry in order to merge the process of investiga-
tion with the drawing of conclusions. Directly linking questions and
answers helps achieve an intellectually satisfying understanding of a
problem (Slater 1993). 

'Iil7hen 
students are asked to learn only conclu-

sions without learning how they are drawn, we perpetuate the tradi-
tion of an answer-centered education bereft of higher-level thinking.
Therefore, it is important that students understand they are not
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always expected to answer the questions when they first appear, but
rather to keep them in mind as guides when they are reading or
discussing.

GIGI asks both convergent and divergent questions, trying to
reach a balance between the two. Supplement the questions in GIGI
by asking your students many more of the types of questions suggest-
ed by Slater (1,993). These are questions that encourage

. recall,

. classification and ordering,
o the use of data to draw conclusions,
o awareness of the limitations of data or of evaluation of

data, and
. awareness of the processes of reasoning used.

According to the National Geography Standards, the "geographi-
cally informed person applies a comprehensive spatial view of the
world to life situations" (Geography Education Standards Project
1,994).In order to foster such a view of the world, GIGI asks
geographic questions that ask where things are and why. By asking
such geographic questions and by having students learn to ask them,
you will reinforce GIGI's approach. A good question to begin with is:
Where is this issue located? Then proceed to questions such as the
following:

. Why does it take place there?
o How and why does this issue affect the people in this place?
o In what other places do people confront this issue?
o How and why are these places related?
o What alternatives do people have to improve their situation,

and which alternatives do you recommend?

F undamental Themes of Geography

In recent years, many geography teachers have learned that the
five "fundamental themes" (Joint Committee on Geographic
Education 1,984) help them ask geographic questions. The theme of
Location asks where things are and why things are located where
they are. Place is the theme that inquires into human and physical
characteristics of locations. Human-Environment Interaction exam-
ines how and why humans both adapt to and modify their environ-
ments as well as the consequences of these actions. Movement inves-
tigates not only how and why places are connected but also what is
the significance of those interactions. The theme of Region seeks to
identify and explain similarities and differences among areas and
how and why these form and change. An extended explanation of
the themes and their concepts, interrelationships, and applications is
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given in Hill and McCormick (1989). The themes are useful because
they encourage the kinds of questions required to help students
develop the geographic perspective.

Importance of Local Examples

GIGI is a world geographg but it shows that issues work at vai-
ous geographic scales-personal, local, regional, national, and glob-
al. Because it is sometimes difficult for younger students to identify
with faraway places, success with GIGI in part depends upon the
ability of both you and your students to relate the issues to examples
in your local community. 

'We 
strongly recommend that you refer in

class to local examples of the issue being investigated. Just as impor-
tant, we encourage you to have your students conduct local field
studies related to this issue whenever possible. Issues having impor-
tant geographic dimensions abound in every community (see the
Extension Activities and Resources section at the end of this
Teacher's Guide for examples). Peak educational experiences often
come when students see things in the field that relate to their class-
room studies. \7e discuss other reasons for local involvement in the
next section.

Familiar people can be as important as familiar places in motivat-
ing students. The quality of personal engagement is at the crux of
successful instruction. Using the BGGS videodisc segments that
accompany most GIGI lessons is a powerful way to help your stu-
dents find relevance by identifying the GIGI issues with real people.
Similarly you can connect GIGI issues to everyday life at a human
scale, especially at the students' own age levels, by using current
newspaper accounts or magazines that address the student's perspec-
tive.

As you gain familiarity with teaching local examples, as you
develop field exercises for your students, and as you learn how to put
a human face on these materials, you will begin to customize the
GIGI modules to fit your particular environment. Our trial teachers
reported that the more they taught GIGI modules, the more comfort-
able they became in adapting them to fit their needs.

Fostering Optimistic and Constructive Perspectives

The seriousness and complexity of the global issues studied in
GIGI can overwhelm students unless you take care to foster opti-
mistic and constructive perspectives toward issues. "Gloom and
doom" needs to be balanced with examples of success and prospects
for positive change. It is important to help your students develop a
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sense of personal efficacy, an attitude that their actions can make a
difference in solving global problems. The maxim, "Think Globallg
Act Locally" speaks to the need to help students organize and con-
duct constructive actions that address local variants of the issues they
are studying. As we noted earlier, student involvement in local pro-
jects enriches their educational experience. There is also good evi-
dence that it actually produces an optimistic feeling-that their
actions can make a difference-to help them deal with the often diffi-
cult and sometimes depressing world issues. GIGI modules often
include lessons and activities to show possibilities for positive action.

Certain perspectives foster student optimism and constructive
behavior. Geography students, especiallS should learn to respect
other peoples and lands, and they should come to cherish environ-
mental unity and natural diversity. They should also learn to be skep-
tical about simplistic explanations, such as the theory that attempts
to explain human characteristics and actions in terms of the physical
environment alone, which geographers call "environmental determin-
ism." Most important, optimistic and constructive perspectives
accompany the development of empathy, tolerance, and open-
mindedness. These traits are fostered by avoiding sexist and racist
language, discouraging ethnocentricitS and challenging stereotypes,
simplistic solutions, and basic assumptions.

References to Data

Unlike most textbooks, GIGI attributes its sources of data with
in-text citations and full reference lists, which is another way of
encouraging the critical perspective. In the Student DataBook, mate-
rial that has been extracted from original sources is indented and
printed in a different typeface. Long extracts are highlighted with
background color. Use of these sources helps your students learn that
real people construct ideas and data and that their concepts and
information are not immutable. Instead, they often change through
the critiques and interpretations of various people. By using these
scholarly conventions, we intend to encourage your students to
appreciate the tentativeness of knowledge and to value scholarship
and academic integrity.

Updating
Real data quickly become obsolete. GIGI addresses this fact by

discussing historical trends of data and by stressing concepts. You
should reinforce this bias for concepts and also freely acknowledge
the datedness of information by explaining why it is still used (for
example, the lags between research and writing and publication and
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use; the lack of more recent data). 
'Whenever 

possible, guide students
to update materials. Britannica's Geopedia, on the BGGS CD-ROM,
contains data based on Encyclopx.dia Britannica's rWorld Data
Annual, which is also available in print form. Have students use
these sources to supplement and update GIGI data.

Assessing Learning

Evaluation of student achievements with GIGI can be focused on
two broad areas. The first is the developing ability of students to
undertake geographic inquiry. The second is the acquisition of
knowledge and perspectives about the module issue.

The ability of students to undertake inquiry in geography can be
related to the primary questions that guide geographical study. They
are noted earlier in this memo. As students work through the mod-
ule, they are likely to become increasingly adept at asking and
answering geographic questions. Seek to extend your students'com-
petence in several clusters of skills that facilitate geographic inquiry.
These clusters include the following:

. Identifying problems and issues. This may be done through
observation, asking questions, brainstorming, reading, and
in other ways.

. Inquiring into the problems and issues in many ways such as
through map reading and interpretation, making surveys,
and using results of surveys done by others.

o Making decisions and taking action, for example, through
reviewing alternatives, establishing priorities and criteria,
and communicating cooperatively with people in other ways.

o Reflecting at all stages of the process of inquirg especially
through careful consideration of diverse sources of evidence.

Students will acquire knowledge of the module issue as they
make their inquiries. This knowledge can be tested and graded.
Assessments may be based on the following:

. Knowledge and skills shown by work on Activities included
in this Teacher's Guide and on questions in the Student
DataBook.

o Observations of student participation in groups and in class
discussions.

Specific assessment ideas are given at the end of some lessons in
the section called For Further Inquiry. In addition, the Teacher's
Guide ends with Extension Activities and Resources. Some of these
extension activities can serve as authentic assessments.
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Potential Uses

In addition to the flexibility offered by the free-standing nature of
the modules, GIGI has a number of other characteristics that encour-
age widespread use. Modules can be extended and enhanced with the
BGGS CD-ROM, videodiscs, and posters. Because GIGI's issues-
based approach integrates several topics (for example, population,
economic, political, physical, and cultural geography) in a single
module, the modules are not conducive to using an approach in
which topics are taught separately. On the other hand, GIGI may be
used with a world regional approach because there are modules for
each of 10 world regions. A year-long world geography or global
studies course will have more than enough material by using 12 mod-
ules. Five to seven modules may constitute a one-semester, issues-
based geography course covering several regions. You can define
clusters of modules for your own curricular purposes. 

'We 
have iden-

tified three clusters for interdisciplinary studies within the Britannica
Global Geography System, each comprising six or seven GIGI mod-
ules. They are Earth's Enuironment and Society, Economic
Deuelopment, and Global Political and Cultural Change. BGGS
includes a videodisc and poster for each cluster. These strand pack-
ages could well be used in Social and Environmental Studies, Earth
Science, Global Studies, and Area Studies classes. Activities in the
modules also support math, language arts, and arts curricula.

GIGI encourages and facilitates the development of a varrety of
geographic skills that transfer widely into the natural and social sci-
ences. Among these are skills of asking geographic questions and
developing and testing geographic generahzations. These require
other GIGI skills including examining and making a variety of maps;
analyzing photographsl constructing and interpreting graphs and
tables of spatial data; and collecting, interpreting, and presenting
geographic information.

Finally, GIGI promotes a wide variety of linguistic, numeric, oral,
creative, and social skills as well as geographic skills. In particular,
GIGI emphasizes cooperative learning. \7e believe that one of the
great strengths of the GIGI modules is that they give students
practice in both group and individual problem solving. As students
become more familiar with the global issues, they learn that finding
solutions to world problems requires people to work together
cooperatively.
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PnEpenrNG To TEACTT THrs MoDULE

Development

How does development affect peoples and places?

In this module, students inquire into the problems of develop-
ment. They learn that development is a complex process involving
economic, political, social, and environmental dimensions.
Development brings improvements in standards of living, but it also
stresses local cultures and physical environments. Development links
local, regional, national, and global forces. Many local and global
concerns and conflicts today are tied to the fact that development-
within and between nations-is uneven. Development needs to be an
important part. of the curriculum because the developing world,
which is often referred to as the "Third'World," is rapidly demand-
ing the attention of the developed, industrialized world.

This module helps students understand development from a geo-
graphic perspective. All of the five themes of geography-Location,
P lace, Human-Enuir onment Inter action, Mou ement, and Re gion-
are employed in this study. Students learn to locate developed and
developing countries and the regional patterns of global develop-
ment. Also, the module asks students to identify the physical and
human characteristics of developing places and to acknowledge that
the human and physical systems must be considered together in the
development process. Finally, students discover the importance of
spatial linkages in technology, trade, and financing to development.

The first lesson introduces the concept of development and alter-
native paths to development. In Lesson 2, students examine the
nature of the Amazon region, the locale of this module's major case
study. It is this region's physical environment, including its natural
resources) that make it both a challenge and an attractron to develop-
ers. Lesson 3 sets out the forces that are driving development in the
region: Students learn not only about the kinds of developmenr acriv-
ities but also about the way in which international connections affect
development. The subject of Lesson 4, the problematic issue of the

xvll
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survival of indigenous peoples in the face of Amazonian develop-
ment, challenges students to think of parallels with Native Americans
in North America. The major case study concludes with Lesson 5, in
which students are asked to make decisions about a proposed devel-
opment project.

Lesson 6 is a comparative case study of development in Eastern
Europe under the communists, where central planning and the
absence of political dissent created rapid industrialization with seri-
ous environmental repercussions. Lesson 7 concludes the module
with a brief look at one of the world's most famous regional develop-
ment efforts, the Tennessee Valley Authority in the United States.
Students learn why the TVA has been used as a model for develop-
ment projects in many parts of the world.

Using the BGGS CD-ROM can simplify lesson planning by mak-
ing it easy to access the resources the system provides for each lesson.
It shows exactly which GeopediarM data and learning activities can
be used in long-range and short-term assignments, and which
videodisc clips will provide visual reinforcement for each GIGI les-
son. The CD-ROM can also show you ways in which a lesson in one
module relates to a lesson in another module. And it indicates where
to find every reference in GIGI, GeopediarM, the Mini-Atlas maps,
and the videodiscs to any key topic-for example, "tsunami" or
"Bangladesh." The students will also be able to use the BGGS
CD-ROM for further research and short-term or long-term range
assignments. The BGGS multimedia components and their uses are
explained fully in the tabbed BGGS section in the front of this
Teacher's Guide.

The following are general modifications recommended for
younger students:

o Plan for fifteen days because the activities will require more
teacher explanation and support.

. Provide directions for homework assignments and monitor
students' understanding and progress.

o Prior to assigning written activities requiring students to draw
conclusions and summarize their findings, ask guiding ques-
tions and develop a sample outline on the chalkboard.

I

Number of Days Required to Teach Deoelopnxent

Twelve to sixteen 50-minute class periods

Suggestions for Teacher Reading
Goulet, Denis. 1,973. Tbe Cruel Choice: A New Concept in the Theory of

Deuelo,ment. New York: Atheneum.
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Head, Suzanne, and Fleinzman, Robert, editors. 1,990. Lessons of the Rainforest.
San Francisco: Sierra CIub Books.

Hecht, Susanna, and Cockburn, Alexander. 1,990. Fate of the Forest: Deuelopers,
Destroyers, and Defenders of tbe Amazon. New York: Harper Collins
Publishers.

Kane, Joe. 1993. \fith spears from all sides: letter from the Amazon. The New
Yorker, September 27, pages 54-79.
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What is developmentP

sentative from each of these four countries.
Tell students that the four countries represent a
continuum of countries that range from very
rich to Yery poor.

G ive  each s tudent  a  number  o f  shares
according to the country they represent. The
shares stand for GNP per person (represented
by pieces of cand5 fruit, or nuts), average life
expectancy (represented by minutes of playing
time), and availability of resources (represent-
ed by resource points). 

'lfrite 
the following dis-

tribution of shares on the chalkboard:

Country
GNP Life Resource

per person expectancy availability
(pieces) (minutes) (points)

United States

Poland

Nicaragua

Ethiopia

s84

1,20

22

1,

W Tirne Required
Two to three 50-minute class periods

ff i N,Iaterials Ne<-dr'<l
Copies of Activity 1 for all students
Transparency of Overhead 1
Transparency of Overhead 2
Pieces of candy, fruit, or nuts
Mini-Atlas map 1

O 
Gl aross:.n1/ wor:cls

development

gross national product (GNP)

oligarchy

Getting Started
Have students read the Memo to the Student
and the overview on pages 2-3 in the Student
DataBook prior to beginning the module. Also
make students aware that there is a Glossary
in the back of their DataBooks.

PIay the Shares Game to help students experi-
ence the di f ference between developed and
developing countries. Have the class count off
in fours. All students with the number 1 repre-
sent the United States, students with the num-
ber 2 represent Poland, those with the number
3 represent Nicaragua, and those with the
number 4 represent Ethiopia. Form groups of
four students so that each group has a repre-

18

9

4

1,

6

5
A
T

The point of the game is for students to
beg, borrow, or negotiate resource points for
pieces of candg fruit, or nuts. Announce the
start of the game and keep time. Students must
drop out when 3, 4,5, or 6 minutes of t ime
expire (the game lasts only 6 minutes). Then
have students discuss their feelings about the
distribution of shares or other matters about
the game.

Deuelopment



Procedures

How is development defined and measured?
(pages 4-7)
A. Form small groups and have students read this

section, including Questions L-6 on page 6,
but have them wait to answer the questions.

Younger students may have difficulty with
some of the vocabulary and concepts in
the  read ing ,  so  you may want  to  have
them read the sect ion aloud so you can
he lp  them.

B. Direct students' attention to Table L on page 6
and Figure 1 on page 7. Have them look care-
fully at each of the 11 regions shown on Figure
1 so that they develop good mental maps of
the regions given in Table 1. Have students use
Mini-Atlas map L along with Figure 1 to help
them identify the major countries in these 11
world resions.

Hand out copies of Activity 1 to individual
students or to pairs of students and give these
instructions:

On Activity 1, make a choropleth (area-
value) map of GNP per person using the
data from Table 1. Use these four cate-
gor ies  fo r  mapp ing  the  da ta  fo r  each
region:

o Less than $1.000

.  $1 ,000 -  $3 ,999

. $4,000 - $9,999

. $10,000 and over

Cha l lenge o lder  s tudents  to  make the i r
own ca tegor iza t ions  and deve lop  the i r
own symbols and legend for this map.

Use colors or black and white symbols to
show the four categories. Use light colors
or open, l ight symbols to show regions

a .

b.
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with low values and stronger, darker col-
ors or symbols to show regions with high
values. Add a legend and a t i t le to the
map.  See the  Key  fo r  Ac t iu i ty  L  on
Overhead 1.

Have students use Activity 1 to classify the
regions as either developed or developing.
C lass i fy  a l l  reg ions  w i th  over  $10,000
GNP per person as developed, but note
that this is an arbitrary designation based
on the way the data are given. Encourage
students to express their images of the dif-
ferences between developed and develop-
ing countries in terms of wealth, literacy,
and life expectancy.

Have students compare their maps with
the completed map on Overhea d 1 (Key

for Actiuity 1).

H a v e  s t u d e n t s  w o r k  i n  p a i r s  t o  a n s w e r

Questions 1-6 on page 6. To give students a
hands-on exper ience wi th the re lat ionships
ment ioned in Quest ion 1,  you may wish to
have students make scatter diagrams with the
data in Table 1. Scatter diagrams are made by
plotting two factors. For example, South Asia's
level of development is represented by a point
on the graph when its life expectancy number
is plotted against its GNP per person. A scatter
diagram can also be made for the other two-
factor combination: l i teracy and GNP per per-
son. The points for each developing and devel-
oped region will form a cluster and suggest a
trend of increasing l iteracy and life expectancy
a s  G N P  i n c r e a s e s .  Y o u  m a y  w i s h  t o  u s e
Overhead 2 to show students these two scarrer
diagrams.

D.

c .
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Questions and Answers for page 6

1. In what way are the three indicators in Table 1 related to each other?

o They are directly related. The same regions have the lowest values on all three indicators,
and other regions have the highest values. To check for understanding, you might ask
whether these same relationships also apply in the United States: Are wealth, literacy, and
life expectancy related in our own population?

2. Based on these three indicators, how might a developing country be different from one that is
developed?

. This can be answered in a number of ways. The purpose of the question is to have
students try to articulate their conceptions of development.

3. What other indicators can you think of that might be useful in measuring development?

. Studenrs might mention birth and death rates, availability of physicians, educational
attainments, energy consumption, level of urbanization, or other social, demographic, and
economic indicators.

4. \fhy are numerical indicators of development useful?

r Numerical indicators provide ready comparisons between countries. Although it is a crude
measure, GNP per person is the most commonly used indicator in comparing countries on
their levels of develooment.

5. Why might such measures be limited?

o Numerical measures are sometimes only crude estimates, especially for developing
countries that do not have the technical resources to collect accurate statistics.

Another limitation of national-level statistics, such as GNP per person, is that they often
mask wide regional differences within countries. The major problem is that development is
a complex, multidimensional process, which cannot be captured with narrow numerical
measures. To make this point, ask students to discuss the problem of measuring the "three
core values" identified by Todaro (Student DataBook on page 5).

6. Based upon the data in Table 1, in which regions of the world would you be most likely to
find the conditions described in Goulet's statement?

. Table 1 shows that the four poorest regions are South Asia, East Asia, Africa-south of
the Sahara. and Southeast Asia.

Geographic Inquiry into Global Issues



How is development achieved? (pages &9)

E. Have students read the remaining material in
the lesson. You may wish to have them contin-
ue to work in pairs to answer Questions 7-9
on page 9. These are difficult questions that
cal l  for student opinion and rely to some
extent on prior knowledge. Students should
support their opinions with reasonable argu-
ments. AlternativelS you might structure a

debate in which students are asked to address
those questions. The debate might be based on
the following premise: Resolved: Countries
that follow the international trade path to
development wi l l  be more successful  than
those that follow the self-sufficiency path.

You may wish to skip Questions 7-9 with
younger students.
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7.

Q,restions and Answers for page 9

Vhat do you think are some advantages and disadvantages of the "international 112de" neth
to development?

r Theoreticallg trade based upon comparative advantage (the principle that areas produce
those items for which they have the greatest advantage over other areas, as long as
free trade exists) promotes the welfare of each trade partner because each relies on
comparative strengths. The partners have complementary resources. A possible
disadvantage is that trade is not always fair and free because some countries have many
more resources than others. Quickly exhausted (nonrenewable) resources have obvious
limitations that may hinder long-term development through international trade. Countries
that take this route would be advised to take some of the profits and diversify and create
new. sustainable industries as available resources are exploited.

Would self-sufficiency be a better option for developing countries than international trade?
Why or why not?

r This is an opinion question. Students may note that this path protects the economy from
global competition and price fluctuations. But self-sufficiency implies isolation from the
global economy, which usually means that only a narrow range of local goods and services
is available.

Self-sufficiency makes more sense for a resource-rich country than one that is resource-
poor. Self-sufficiency may protect a country from foreign control of its resources.

9. Why do you think some richer countries have exploited poorer countries?

o Under colonialism, rich countries reached out to acquire the raw materials and/or the
cheap labor of poorer countries to further their own development. Some of the
development in Europe and North America has been built with cheap materials and/or
labor from poor countr ies.

B.

Fmso hrus s.ft fu er $ muq nn B m'y
Ask students to write a paragraph describing
and explaining their maps on Activity 1 and
using the terms GNP per person, deuelopment,
deueloped countries, and deueloping countries.

Geographic Inquiry into Global Issues



What is the Amazort environment like?

W 
Tirne Required
Two 5O-minute class periods

% Materials Needed
Mini-Atlas map 2
Copies of Activity 2 for aIl students
Transparency of Overhead 3
Red and blue pens or pencils

Gl .tossaqr words
biodiversity

development

ecosystem

Ieach

Getting Started
Ask students to share their  images of the
Amazon region. You might choose to play a
word association game. Have each student say
a word that promotes an image of this region.
Post the words and discuss them, perhaps ask-
ing:'Which words do you all agree on? Vhich
words surpr ised you? \7here do you think
your word associations came from?

Deuelopment 7
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WfrA*w*ffii
What is the Amazon
environment like?

clorsary
Wordg

what imager do people have of the
Amazon region?

When you hlir the woid /,,.oa whatcomc6 to yourmind? Do
you rhink oI a miBhty rivcr oi olvas rain lorc*s? Bclow are No
descriprions of rhe &gi.n, rhe fi6t iron an Englih exploEr and ihe
second fion an Indian resident ofthe aier. How do* ea.n peMn
seerhergion? Wiichis closer to yourownimage?



Procedures

What images do people have of the Amazon
region? (pages 10-12)
A. Have students read the opening paragraph on

page 10 in the Student DataBook. Then, work-
ing in pairs, have each pair read one of the two

readings on page 11. \7hen both students have
completed their readings, have them tell each
other about what they read and then discuss
their responses to Questions 1-3 on page 12.
You may or may not choose to have them
write out their  responses to these opinion
questions.

. - t , - ,@

What k thc cllmatG of thc Amaron llke?

TheAm.an rcsion can beleferrcd to in$veralways,Th.arca
or r€ion dr.ined bytheAmazon Riv.rb knownsondm.sas
Ana.oili. ot rhc Aila.a" basiil. Othcr in.!, th. word Afuz.n
d o n e r f e 6 t o t h . q i o n f  a w b o h , d o t  j u s t h . r i v . (

fr.Am.zon basin b located i" th! lowhtnuda!,tsonju*nofth
o f  t h e E q u a t o r t o f a r s o u t b o f  n , T h b p o s j t i o n o n t h . g l o b . i n d i c a E .
a !€ion ofncadyequaldayr ind nishs.with th.sunhieb in thesky
e v o l y d a r N o r . . l s . $ o h a l c h a n s e s a l e e v i d c n t i d . i t b d t h . t u $ o r
the Fmper.ture, Tabl.2 comparcs son. oftbc clinatc charact.tu-
tics ofMad6on. Vbconsin, U.S.A,. and Bclin. Pari, lratl (n.ar tbe
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3. If the two accounts could be said to represent two different groups, which group would you
guess is directing development in the Amazon? \fhy?

. Students are likely to surmise that the outsiders are directing development in the Amazon
because they view the region with a f.ear o{ the unknown. Outsiders are more likely to see
the region as a reservoir of resources that can be extracted for profit. The indigenous
people, on the other hand, perceive the forest as their entire world. They want to preserve
it rather than chanse it.

What is the cl imate of the Amazon l ike?
(pages'12-14)
B. The reading in this section, including Figur:e 2

on page 14, gives students a sense of the size of
the Amazon River and of the entire Amazon
basin in  compar ison wi th the Uni ted States.
Help students understand that  a r iver  basin
includes all the area drained by a river: and its
tributalies. Have students use Mini-Atlas map
2 to identify the countries that have territory
i n  t h e  A m a z o n  b a s i n .  i
, r . -  i . ; i l i r  f , - r : l i t i .  ,  r  t . , r , '

C. Give each student a copy of Activity 2 and a
red and bh-re pencil. Have str-rdents continue ro
work in pairs to complete Activity 2. One stu-
dent in the pair can make the climograph for
Mad ison  and  the  o the r  can  do  the  one  fo r
Bel6m. Encourage them to help each other and
to wor:k together to answer the two questions
on the Act iv i ty  as wel l  as Quest ions 4-6 or- r
page  

.13  
i n  t he  S tuden t  Da taBook .  P ro jec t

Overhead 3 (the IQy for Actiuity 2) so that
students can compare thei r  c l imographs and
answers with those on the I(ey.

tw :w

1 j

ciul. dard lor Madioi, wn.,r$ i, rr.s A d xl B.in,

Tenp.r Predptrruoi
itu..("O (n.h6)

1I. l i ,.v.n R !.\ s.irc..,r. !f .rnd I gl i l  r l. l .rL\
M o t r r r r . s  l h c l d d c \ p r . . u . r . i r r N l r i n r , . { t f  r . n d r f L
[ . i d u ] r ( s o i i l r I d i r 7 o i l .  r [ .  A i ] t r h r  R l " d f t r i l  i [ ' w ! r ] n .
rno$ ilr 'doil[m [r]foiltrr l. ior no.r i lr1r 4,000 trf16. !)
i lr. l1 dlc O.en I hc In1/or rqrior !o!'s r rri r(rtnof r,
r l i , . n 1 { . r h ; d j o i L [ . i ] L N . f  r [ . . r r r f  L r ] i f d S r i l . \  f i x u n  2

"]ffi@

' J  
n  l , ! r J  [ , w  r  r [ , i  r h c  1 . ] r r n  [ .  \ i ,  ] i L  r , , '  \ . r r ( . i  I

, , , f . . J , . , , ! f , n .  l [ c , o ! ! i  r r  ! ! L \  f , , [ \ , ) i r . L r L  |  ] ,

t r . , , ,  1 1  n , . f l r d i i l n  { , ' i l . . , ' , , " , , '  i r ( l , ( x ! , . q r ' , , 1 !
L r ' l r  r ( r ' r , ! i  [ , &  r L  t r  \ f  ]  t r ! ( , n l . r L t r n ,  I  r r  ! ) .  I  r l f f  L  I
d r  { . , . ! ,  r L f $  r  n  r  r  r r  r r \ , l L f  ,  l , f  n n . t r . f .  r i  [ r . r r  r r r r . l
L ( , i n r i \ . 1 s ! u \  o r i I r n t  i [ L . ] r l r f  , . i t r , l o . n t r n q } t r t r 1 1 h 1
i .  L J r  l i l s  l h . n  I  r r  d , . r . t r l

Tg€ AM&ON BASIN AftD TI€ 4A UNI'ED STAI€5

lhe drei or the Amizon bi5 n n .omDarton !! ith lhe
. o n r q ! o ! .  4 3  U f i r e d  t t a t e s .
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Questions and Answers for page 13

What is the range of temperature in Madison between the summer and the winter? In Bel6m?

. The temperature range in Madison is 54'F (JuIy 72"F-January 1B'F). The range in Bel6m
is only 4'F (November/December B0'F-JunelJuly 76'F). Generally, temperature range
increases with latitude. (Note that Bel6m is slightly south of the equator, so its seasons are
reversed from Madison's.)

lfhat is the range of precipitation in Madison between the summer and the winter? In Bel6m?

. The range of precipitation in Madison is 2.3 inches (June 4.0 in.-Janr"rary 1.7 in.). The
range in Bel6m is 7.2 inches (March 12.0 in.-August 4.8 in.). Note that although the
summer is the wettest season for both places, the seasonal difference is marked most by
temperature in Madison and most by rainfall in Bel6m.

6. \fhat is the average amount of precipitation received annually in Madison? In Bel6m?

r The averase in Madison is 33.3 inches: in Bel6m it is 105.1 inches.

w dne

Inquiry into Global Issues

4.

5 .

w$;

i n  i  , /  r h t  .  f ,  i \ L  t  o i . t  h  r L  |  \ n r l

i ,  N  L o  I  , \ r  l (  . .  I  r s f  , i f n  ! r  h r r  l t r i J
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. , r L L  L  r J  r , . h r  d t . , r r l
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What is the vegetation of the Amazon like?
(page 1a)
D. Continuing their work in pairs, have students

read this section and answer Questions 7-9 on
page 15 .  Encourage s tudents  to  he lp  each
other  unders tand the  t roo ica l  ra in  fo res t
ecosvstem.

Younger  s tudents may need ext ra t ime
and guidance wi th  the concepts in  th is
sectio n.

7.

B.

9 .

Quertiorrs and Answers for page 15

\7hy is it difficult to reclaim rain forest ecosystems when they are damaged?

. X7idespread deforestation is difficult to reverse because of soil erosion, the loss of nutrients
(all contained in the lost vegetation) needed to grow plants, and the loss of seed sources
needed for revegetation.

\7hy would rain forest soils be poor for crop agriculture?

o Most of the nutrients required for crop growth are contained in the vegetation rather than
in the soil. \fhen the vegetation is removed, the nutrients are removed. \fhat little
nutrients that are in the soil are quickly removed by leaching from heavy rains. Supplying
crops with adequate nutrients would require heavy use of fertilizers.

What do you think would be the best way to ensure that rain forest ecosystems remain
healthy?

. Students may recognize that the health of rain forest ecosystems depends upon the degree
of disturbance or deforestation. The ecosystem can tolerate a small amount of disturbance,
e.g., small-scale forest clearing, but not alarge amount.

What resources does the Amazon basin
have? (pages "16-"17)

E. Have students continue to work in pairs. They
n e e d  t o  r e a d  t h i s  s e c t i o n  i n  t h e  S t u d e n t
DataBook and help each other understand the

concept of biodiversity as well as the concept
that biodiversi ty is an important resource.
Conclude the lesson by answering Questions
10 and 11 onpage 17.

Deuelopment 11



Qu.stions and Answers for page "!.7

Obtaining some of the resources in Table 3 would require cutting down the rain forest. Which
resources do you think these are?

o Some parts of the rain forest would have to be cut down to grow crops, mine metals, dig
coal, and pump oil and gas. Also, because of the great species diversitg it is very difficult
to cut mahogany and other valuable hardwood trees on a large scale without destroying
other kinds of trees.

Sfhich of the resources in Table 3 do you think could be obtained without damaging the rain
forest ecosystem?

o Without prior knowledge, students will have difficulty with this question, but encourage
speculation. Tapping natural rubber trees and collecting medicinal plants on a small scale
does not damage the rain forest ecosystem. This idea is fully developed in the later lessons.

ffimr Fusr'&fuem ilmqufin'v
Encourage students to bring in news articles
for a bulletin board about deforestation and
about resource uses of trooical rain forests.

10 .

1 1 .
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What forces are driving
development in the Amazon?

ffi Materials Needed
Transparency of Overhead 4
Butcher or poster paper
Mini-Atlas map 3

Glossary Words
developed country

developing country

development

petty extraction

sustainable agriculture

W Tirne Required
Two to three SO-minute class periods

Getting Started
Have students bring examples of tropical rain
forest products to class. They might bring in
something made from a tropical hardwood or
rubber tree, a nut, a flavoring or spice, etc.
Ask students to speculate about how the object
might have been collected or harvested and
speculate about where the raw material might
have been shipped for processing or manufac-
turing.

oE

Deuelopment 13
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&rN'*&"''ffi;
What forces are driving

develooment in the Amazon?

clorsary
Words

Who har rought to proflt from thc Amazon?

fte Anazon b,sin has a vr$ amounr olspisdy inhabired land
containing nany natural resources. A$. include sold. non. rimbft,
rubbeiandothsfore$resources,ftenaiionswthiexitoryin
Amazonia aredevelopin8countits. They expstto us. thcse
resources for then narional developne.t, Thus,thcybivcencou.
.sed cetuin intete$s ro explolt thesc resourcs,

The Eain intele$s seekins to exftact resources and producc prof
i t s i o m t h e r e g i o n " r e l a r m e G , c a f t l e r a n c h e s , m i r e 4 . a D d l o s e K ,



it''if ciirGl(l ,rli r"(-itl:ij

Who has sought to profit from the Amazon?
(pages18-21)
A. Put students into groups of four or five. Have

each group wr i te  a sk i t  based upon these
p a g e s .  S k i t s  c a n  d e p i c t  t h e  P o l o n o r o e s t e
Program (PNP) and its conflicts among farm-

ers, miners, ranchers, petty extractors, and log-
gers. Groups can address Quest ions 1-3 on
page 21 in their skits, or you can use the ques-
t ions to guide a fol low-up class discussion.
Have each group perform its skit for the rest
of the class. If you wish, the class can vote on
the best skit and/or you can give prizes as you
see fit.

Questions and Answers for page 21

1. Is the comment by the founder of the Ranchers' League supported by the data in Table 4?
\7hy or why not?

I No, the data in Table 4 specify that with only 20 percent of the land the smallest farms
have 65 percent of farm product value, while with 60 percent of the land the largest farms
produce only L3 percent of farm product value. This is good evidence that small
landholders are more productive than are large landholders.

continued
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Dlftrenc€r In smaLand largeicalefam5 in Par5,
Brazll, 1 980r

W c,*qrur*b^,caaan*.

What role do rlch countrler play In
Amazonlan development?

D.vclopins coun(ts sell their aoduds ab@ad, uludly o rid
coun(ics, Aho, corpolations and individuab in dcvclop.d.ounnics
inv6t ii Ahdoih, Th6c ilr sone of rhe idu$lics and opelations
thcy fi nanc ad proft f lon (Milh! 1992):

' carh ,anchs $* expor mmr and hida

' lapd milh and losing opcrations

' Higtr-valu.cxpotcrop! l ike banad$a.dlugaf can.

. lu.cal dfugs!!ch!!nlri jua.!lndcocai.e

. Mininsop.rariom

' Dams rh.r produce pow.! for mins and fadons

Individuab in rich counrics.rc often not awaE ofthr rok thcy
playin d.velopinscountli.s. Forex.mpl.,consid.! "Tb.Hanburg.r
Conn.ction," on t 4e 23, For anoth.r .xanpl. oi th. rolc rha dich
countuie play in Anazoniah d.v.lopn.nq look at "fr. Pl.nncd
Road toJapan" (paBs 23-24).
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What role do rich countries play in
Amazonian development? (page s 22-24)

B. This section is about global connections. It
highlights trade between developed and devel-
oping countries and shows how demand in
developed countries affects what goes on in
developing countries.

' 
Students can continue working in small

groups. Provide each group with Mini-Atlas
map 3, which can help students visualize the
advantage of shipping to Japan from the west
coast of South America compared to shipping
from the east coast. (Mini-Atlas map 1 may
also be helpful.)

Have half  of  the groups make sketches
illustrating their ideas about Questions 4 and 5

on page 23-these sketches will show how the
global connections work in the beef industry.
Have the other half of the groups make their
sketches about Questions 6 and 7 on page
24-these deal with the timber industry and its
global connect ions. Groups can post their
sketches and explain them to the class. If you
wish, students can vote for the sketches they
like the best and say why they like them.

You can check for understanding with the
following answers to these questions. Guide
discussion so that students come to understand
this general point: Choices made by people in
developing countries influence decision making
about development in poor countries.

How has development brought foreign debt?

H o v c o u l d y o u s p c n d m o r e t h a r y o u e a n ? T h a t l v n a t n a n y
!a!inAm.rican colnli ies havebecndoine, in rhcn&rvc to develop
hpidlyThey'v. been doinsn byboilowinsrh. money iion foleic!
bank, (Usuaut th.$ rrc "internation.l d€velopme.C' banksthar
ar. tu.d.d by th.rich countii ls,) The non.y n spent on s.apo!ts.
r6ads,s.$.s, dam,.choob, faftories, 6in.r, andnanyotbcr things
needed tor dev. lopd.ni. Tb. spendi nC, especia Uy in rh. 1 9 60s

rhlough 1980s, was g$at rtb,n ih. cou.ri.a ealnings- Tbb neant

that de fo(Bn dcbr of d6d counties L.pr indeasing.

The foleis debt of ktin Aneilcan coundid clinb.d ihm rh.

bilhonr oi dolbb. h le8-. Trc\rd aboJr I 1.000'o' rv.'/ pn.on

in tbc rcsion, or about 64 pelcent oI the .wion! total incone (world

Resoures ln$truie 1990.), In othe! wo!&,64 cen$ our or*ery dol
lar th.y had was aLe.dy owed to somebody ehc, Anors rhese coun-
tiics. Blazil ran up th. l.rse$ foreisn d€bt (Fisule 4 on pase 25). Ti€
prarureto payback suchhuseforcisndebts $imulatdcoutrries
like Brazil to sDced uD lhet lush for dercloDne.!€vo, -uc,
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Questions and Answers for pages 23 and 24

4. !/hy do you think cows are so much cheaper in Costa Rica than in Montana?

. Students might guess that the resources needed to produce cattle such as pasture land,
supplementary feed, and labor are more expensive in Montana than in Costa Rica.

5. How are you connected to the beef industry in Latin America?

. Students may recognize that as consumers of beef, whether for human use or for pet food,
they are connected to the beef industry in Latin America. Also, since leather is a by-
product of the beef industrg their use of leather in shoes and clothing is a further
connection.

6. How would the new highway help Brazil and Japan?

. Brazrl. would be able to export its products to Japan and other Pacific Rim countries from
the west coast of South America rather than from the much more distant Brazilian ports
on the east coast. Such a cut in transportation costs would make Brazilian products
cheaper and thus more competitive in sales to Japan and other Pacific Rim countries.
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7. 
'V7hat 

kinds of land use and environmental effects would you predict in the area on either side
of the highway?

o Encourage speculation. In general, new roads tend to promote large-scale, rather than
small-scale, development. In the history of development along roads penetrating the
Amazon region, highways have attracted land-hungry farmers who cleared the forest.
Larger-scale uses have typically replaced the small-scale cultivators. For example, large-
scale ranchers have usually followed the farmers, buying up the cleared lands for cattle
grazing and further encroaching on the forest. Prospectors and miners have also moved
into the areas opened up by the highway. It is likely that this history would be repeated.
These uses would cause further deforestation as well as degradation of soils and water.

How has development brought foreign
debt? (pages 24-25)

What role do development banks play?
(pages 25-26)
C. Have each group make a poster depicting rela-

tionships between developed countries, inter-
na t iona l  banks ,  and deve lop ing  count r ies .
Groups can base their posters on the last two
sec t ions  o f  th is  lesson,  inc lud ing  the i r  re -
sponses to Questions B and 9 on page 26.

Younger students may need help appreci-
at ing Figure 4 on page 25. The numbers
of dol lars are di f f icul t  to grasp, but such
n u m b e r s  i n  t h e  b i l l i o n s  a r e  c o m m o n l y
used in the media. Emphasize the value of
a  b i l l i on  do l la rs  and what  tha t  migh t  buy
in the United States, such as one-half  of  a
Space Shutt le.  Developing countr ies view

a  b i l l i o n  d o l l a r s  m o r e  l i k e  a  s t u d e n t
w o u l d ,  a s  a n  o v e r w h e l m i n g  a m o u n t ,
rather than a drop in the bucket of the
t r i l l i on-do l la r  U.S.  annua l  budget .

D. In a concluding class discussion, compare each
group's poster with Overhead 4, which depicts
two scenarios: (1) the developing country is
receiving good prices for its exports and is able
to pay back its loans to international banks-it
is handling its debt; (2) the developing country
is receiving low prices for its exports and is not
ab le  to  pay  back  i t s  loans  to  in te rna t iona l
banks-its debt is increasing. Other scenarios
can be shown. For example, the debt of devel-
oping countries can increase if they:

. receive good prices for their exports, but
they over-borrow;

.  get low pr ices for their  exports and pay
high prices for their imports.

Questions and Answers for page 26

B. Vhat are the pros and cons of lending money to countries that want to develop?

o A great deal of capital is required to build facilities for the industry, transportation,
communication, and other necessities of development. Poor countries choosing to develop
must borrow capital. If their development projects are successful and if they haven't
borrowed too much, they should be able to pay back their loans. But unfortunately it
hasn't worked out that way for many developing countries. In the 1970s and 1980s, for
example, Brazll borrowed vast sums to pay for huge development projects. A worldwide
recession reduced the market for Brazilian exports, which meant thatBrazrl could not earn
enough to pay back its loans.

18 Geographic Inquiry into Global Issues
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A personal analogy can help younger students understand these ideas. For example, if
students want to buy something that costs more than they have saved, they can either
wait until they have saved enough money or they can borrow the money. lf they borrow
more than they can pay back, they wi l l  f ind themselves in a si tuat ion simi lar to that of
many developing countries.

9. How will developing countries pay back their heavy foreign debts?

. Some banks have reduced or even dismissed the debts of some developing countries. To
address their heavy debts, developing countries have been forced to cut back on their
spending on necessities such as transportation, communication, education, and health
care, which of course slows the pace of development. They also have reduced their
borrowing. But the major way that a country makes money to pay its debts is by selling its
products and services at good prices, which enables it to continue to develop.

For Funther Inquiry
Have students conduct a survey in neighbor-
hood stores and meat markets to discover the
origins of the meat being sold. \fhat kinds of
meat are coming from what countr ies? Are
there relationships between origins and prices?
A simi lar survey could be done on leather
goods.
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How is development threatening
native cultures in the Amazon?

W Tirne Reqr.ired
Two to three SO-minute class periods

ffi Materials Needed

Gl atossar)/ words
caboclos

development

ecosystem

petty extraction

Getting Started
L e a d  a  b r i e f  d i s c u s s i o n  c o m p a r i n g  t h e
European settlement of the frontier in North
America with the development of the Amazon.
Ask students whether the European hunters,
trappers, scouts, guides, and settlers of North
America had counterparts in the Amazon.
'What 

was the attitude of the U.S. government
toward the Native Americans?

Procedures

What is Amazonia's colonial legacy?
(pages 27-29)
A. After reading this section and studying Figure

5 on page 28, students can answer, either oral-
ly or in writing, Questions 1-3 on page 29. As
you conduct a discussion of students' answers,

M

27

D,",r"r."',, {l*S'

W#F*4s*m)j
How is development

threatening native cultures
in the Amazon?

Glosrary

What lr Amazonia'5 colonlal lega<y?

rrior ro rhe ninetcenth centuq Latin Aneica was divid.d into

cololts oispain and Foilusal, In theAnazonthere was a chronic

shortase ollaborro Nork colonial plantations lndi'ns {eie scen as

a solution ro tbe labor shonase. In ihe eaiie$yeaB 6fcolonial occu'

pation, ihe Indi.ns wer endaved. Lai.n thele were poljt ical reasons

lor iieeins the Am,zon fiibes iron davery, But even .fter rhey wdie

given ctizenship, rhe Indians weie usd by local govemnens as a

source olfreelab.r(Hecht and Cockbuln 1990),
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help them understand that the purpose of colo-
nialism was to use the colonies to enrich the
co lon is ts  and the i r  mother  count r ies .  The
colonies and their  indigenous peoples were
understood to be the property of the European
rulers. For example, Indian labor and natural

resources in the Amazon region were used to
create wealth for the Portuguese colonists and
for Portugal. The European colonial powers,
p r i n c i p a l l y  S p a i n  a n d  P o r t u g a l  i n  L a t i n
A m e r i c a ,  g r e w  r i c h  b e c a u s e  t h e y  t o o k
resources from their Latin American colonies.

Questions and Answers for page 29

1. What does the flow chart in Figure 5 tell you about the Amazonian economy?

r The Amazon's resources are being removed and exported abroad and manufactured goods
from abroad are being imported.

2. In which regions or countries would you expect to find the manufacturers of rubber products
from the Amazon?

o Most exported raw rubber is processed into more valuable products, such as automobile
tires. in industrial countries.

continued
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3. 
'Would 

you expect the flow chart to be similar if other resources such as wood, bauxite (ore of
aluminum), orBrazll nuts were substituted for rubber?

r Yes. The flow of products out of developing countries is usually in primary products such
as those from agriculture, mining, logging, and fishing. These products move to developed
countries where they are processed. Manufactured goods usually flow back to the
developing countries from the industrialized nations. This exchange is often uneven-
favoring the developed world-because manufactured goods are typically worth more
than primary products.

What are the visions of the rain forest
today? (pages 29-31)
B. The imagery in this section provides an oppor-

tunity to make links with l iterature and art.
One approach is to form groups of four and
divide the readings of the four visions among
the students in each group. After reading their
assigned visions, students can tell the others in
their group what they read. In addition, have
each student

. give a tit le for the vision they read, and

. write a paragraph giving another vision,
one that is not included in these four (e.g.,

from a Brazlh.an government official or a
representative of an overseas rubber manu-
facturer).

Alternatively, have students make draw-
ings of their assigned visions or the ones they
create and share these on a bul le t in  board.
Also, they can make a bulletin board by bring-
ing in photos from magazines or newspapers
that give visions of the rain forest today.

S t u d e n t s  c a n  s h a r e  t h e i r  w r i t i n g s  a n d
drawings within their groups or with the class.
Groups can discuss their answers to Questions
4-7 on page 31.
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Questions and Answers for page 31

4. These are just four of the many visions of the rain forest. Vhich vision gives us a view from
within the forest irself?

o Vision Four, the vision of the Amazonian Indian, is a vision of living in harmony within
the. forest. Vision One is also a vision from within, in this case a vision of damage and
disharmony.

5. Which vision is of the invasion of the forest?

o Vision One is a close-up view of radical change and destruction of the forest, such as
would be observed by a visiting journalist, or by a colonist-farmer who has entered the
burned-out forest to plant his crops.

6. \7hich are views from the outside looking in?

o Vision Two is from an earth-orbiting satellite photographing the region from space. Vision
Three mixes the view of a furniture dealer (probably in North America) who sells products
made from rain forest woods, and of (college) students protesting the use of such products
in order to save the rain forest.

continued
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Note that distance from the rain forest affects the vision: Visions One and Four are close,
small-scale, and full of intimate detail, while Visions Two and Three are from a distance,
large-scale, and without detail.

7. What are the internal or external forces affecting Amazonia?

o Internal private business and government interests wish to use Amazonia for development.
Internally, there are environmental and Indian rights groups working to protect
Amazonia's ecology and indigenous cultures from development. External forces include
foreign consumers of Amazonian products and foreign investors, both of whom stimulate
development, and international environmental and Indian rights groups who seek to slow
or even stoo develooment.

How does development affect native
peoples? (pages 31-33)
C .  H a v e  s t u d e n t s  c o n t i n u e  t o  w o r k  i n  t h e i r

groups of four to analyze this section for bias.
For exarnple, students might say which of the
four visions they believe is most represented by
the text. Encourage students to support their
arguments with evidence.

Also, ask them to describe the vision that
is  p romoted by  F igure  6  on  page 32 .  Th is
graph shows that tropical forest land is being
lost as the demand increases for farm land:
The essential point is that tropical forest land
is being converted to farm land worldwide.
Ask students whether this trend can continue
and if not, why not? Ask whether they think
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Questions and Answers for page 35

8. Which concept of cultural survival-museum or twentieth century-do you think Ailton
Krenak supports? \7hy?

o He probably supports the concept of twentieth century cultural survival because he seems
to speak approvingly of Indians gaining new political knowledge and power to stand up
for themselves to protect their lands and culture, rather than depending upon
anthropologists to preserve their culture as though it were kept static in a museum.

9. What do you think Ailton Krenak would say about the three core values for development
identified in Lesson 1?

o The three core values are as follows:

Life sustenance-the ability to provide basic necessities. All people have life-sustaining
needs, such as food, shelter, health, and protection.

Self-esteem-the ability to be a person. Persons have a sense of worth and self-respect, of
not being used as a tool by others.

Freedom from seruitwde-the ability to choose. People are free from ignorance, misery,
dogmatic beliefs, and other persons or institutions that would enslave them.

This question encourages student speculation and gives students practice in imagining the
views of a very foreign person. Encourage discussion of these views.

Figure 6 presents a bias, and if so, what is it?
t ' .

,

Can nat ive cul tures survive development?
(pages 33-36)

D. Have the groups continue working together by
answering Quest ions B-12 on pages 35-36.
This section is about power and self-determi-
nation. Although these traits are highly valued
in the United States, it is ironic that Native
Americans in North America have historically
been denied power and self-determinat ion.
Encourage students to discuss these issues as
they answer the questions. Finally, ask students
what they perceive to be the bias in this sec-
t i o n .
.r :" .  '  . '  ,  ,  i ,  :  Have them wri te a
rejoinder to the antidevelopment bias, perhaps
listing all the reasons why Brazil should con-
tinue to develop the Amazon.
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Questions and Answers f.or page 36

10. What are some of the threats that are currently facing Amazonian cultures?

. A part ial  l ist  includes the fol lowing i tems:

Relocation away from the forest

Disease

Violence associated with land disputes

Adoption of values from the dominant culture

Discovery of minerals on tribal lands

Contact with a more materialistic culture

Building of dams and roads

Invasion of tribal territory by ranchers

Lack of political expertise and power

Loss of unwritten knowledge, or oral tradition

u,. Do you think
that surround

r Encourage
instructive

the Amazon Indians eventually will become part of the larger national cultures
them? \fhy or why not?

student speculation about this. Ask them whether they think there is an
parallel with the history of Native Americans in North America.

1,2. Do you think development is a key to Indian cultural survival, or will it doom Indian cultures
to extinction? Why?

o Again, encourage student speculation but insist that students support their opinions with
facts or logical arguments.

ll. .ulsr" ffi ax nft frrer I r'nqux fi mg'
Have students gather information about how
the European colonization and development of
North America affected Nat ive Americans.
Some of the problems noted in the Amazon
case study (e.g.,  diseases decimating ent ire
tribes) also occurred in North America.
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Is sustainable development
likelv in the Amazon?

Transparency of Overhead 5
Copies of Handout L for all students

Glossary Words
developed country

development

extractive reserve

seringueiros

Getting Started
This lesson offers students an opportunity to
apply their knowledge of development in the
Amazon in a role-play simulation. Tell stu-
dents that they are going to make a land-use
decision about development in the Amazon
region. To do this, they will each play one of
six roles in a simulation. Project Overhead 5
onto  the  screen and read i t  to  the  c lass .
Procedures A through E describe the role-play.

W Tirne Required
Two to three SO-minute class periods

% Materials Needed

Procedures

What is sustainable development?
(pages 37-38)

ls sustainable development taking place in
the Amazon? (pages 38-41)

What is the role of extractive reserves?
(pages 42-43)cto
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Is sustainable development

likely in the Amazon?

ir i  Glotsary

I Words

developed co!ntry

development

sernguercs

What i5 sustainable development?
I n l 9 8 l t h e U n i t e d N a i i o n s c l e a r e d T h e V o i d C o o m n s i o n o n

E n v n o n m e n r a n d D e v d o p m e n ! , f t e t r $ k w a s t o s e e k a n . n s w e ! t o
rht qusrion, Howcan peopk rod.yandin the turure enioF beter
qu.l ity ofl if! while $il l  protcdins !he qu.l iq of rhe envtronment

Dtrrinsits work,iheconnisionpulled i..vid.ncc kom ahos a
ihousand erpeils, pohical lcades, and concerncd ctjzens iron five
.dntinenc (Ma.Neil l 1939). Ailhd end oi rhree yean, rni connb-
sion rtpodcd rhailne hope Ior thc future oi our planer lies in \us
tainable dcvelopneni."



Whose rain forest is it anyway?
(pages 4345)

A. Divide the class into six groups. Each group
will take a different role. From Handout 1,
give each student a copy of the role assigned to
his or her group.

B. To prepare for the hearing, have groups first
discuss their roles to be sure they understand
their particular interest in the proposal. Ask
them to apply what they have learned from
previous lessons to this ini t ia l  discussion.
Then, keeping a focus on their roles' special
interests, have groups work through the read-
ings and quest ions on pages 38-45 in the
Student DataBook. This may be done in sever-
al ways: You may wish to have students write

responses to all the questions, you may assign
only a few questions to different groups, or
you may simply have students discuss their
answers within their groups. To save time, you
may wish to divide the readings among the
students in each group.

It is suggested that you use Questions 5-9
on page 45 to focus a class discussion follow-
i n g  a  d e b r i e f i n g  o n  t h e  p r e s e n t a t i o n s .
\Thichever method you choose, suggested
answers to Questions L-9 are given below.

Younger students may have difficulty with
several of these questions because these
are speculative and require understanding
of some higher-level concepts. Skip these
questions if necessary.
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C. Have each group choose a representative to
make a five-minute presentation for the group.
These presenta t ions  w i l l  g ive  the  group 's
response to the proposal including the group's
reasons for its particular position and any rec-
ommendations it may have. Specifically, each
group will (1) say whether or not it supports
the proposal to build the dam, and (2) what
should be done with the people who live on
the land that will be flooded if it is built, and
(3) if it isn't built, how the land should be used
in the future (the options are cattle ranches,
extractive reserve, farming, a national park, or
the present combination of traditional small-
scale uses.)

When you think the groups have had adequate
time to ptepare their presentations, begin the
hearings by calling on the group representa-
tives. Give each representative five minutes to

speak. At the end of the presentations, you
may wish to take votes or simply summarize
the recommendations.

Begin the debriefing by encouraging students
to give any additional facts or opinions they
may have. You may wish to ask the following
questions:

a. How did you feel in your role?

b. Which groups made part icular ly strong
presentations?

c. 
'Whose 

recommendations do you think the
government will follow?

d. Which option do you think is best?

As suggested above, you may wish to con-
clude the lesson by having a class discussion
on Questions 5-9 on page 45.

E.

D.
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Q,rertions and Answers for pages 38,40,43, and,45

1. According to the definition of sustainable development, what are the three main goals?

. The definition of sustainable development takes a global perspective and suggests the
following goals: (a) economic gro*th and development for less-developed nations;
(b) continued prosperity of wealthy nations; and (c) environmental protection and
maintenance of ecological balance.

2. Doyou think that forest collecting is a form of sustainable development? \fhy or why not?

. Students answering yes may say that forest collecting is sustainable because no trees are
cut down, so it doesn't damage the ecological balance. Students answering no may argue
that although forest collecting does not damage the rain forest ecology and it may support
small numbers of people, it may not produce a significant amount of development in the
region. That is, it is essentially a subsistence economy, which adds little or no increase of
wealth for large numbers of people.

3. What do you think is the potential for success of extractive reserves in the Amazon?

o There is no single, right answer. If the reserves were adequately policed so that logging,
grazing, mining, and other destructive uses were kept out, they would provide a protected
environment for forest collectors.
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4. To what extent do you think extractive reserves will assure sustainable development?

o Refer back to Question 2-the answers given can apply to this question. It is not clear that
extractive reserves will ensure sustainable development, although there is some evidence
that extraction can provide for higher earnings over time than more destructive uses such
as logging and cattle grazrng. On the other hand, the reading suggests that rubber tapping
is not always an attractive occupation, that rubber tappers are leaving the forest to seek
work in towns, and that competition from large-scale plantations may threaten the
livelihoods of small-scale rubber tappers. Given present knowledge, it seems that forest
collection does not interfere with the ecological balance and thus can be sustained
indefinitely, but that it may not be able to support large numbers of people and that it is
not likely to provide higher levels of income for the forest collectors.

No/e: The following questions (5-9) get at the heart of what might be considered a self-righteous atti-
tude of Vesterners toward the developing world. Discussion of these issues can provide a good cap-
stone for the case study. See also the Background Nofe on page 33 of this Teacher's Guide that
explains the connections among global warming, carbon dioxide, and forests.

5. What situation does the cartoon in Figure 9 describe?

. The developed countries are telling a relatively poor Latin American collntry not to cut
down its trees because deforestation increases the level of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere. Increasing carbon dioxide concentrations in the atmosphere may cause global
warming because it enhances the greenhouse effect.
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6. What symbols do you find in the cartoon? Looking at the cartoon more carefull5 what other
points do you think the artist was trying to make?

. Symbols include the fat, rich man; his huge car; the exhaust coming out of its exhaust
pipe; the license plate; the donkey; and the skinng barefoot Latin American peasant. The
man with the axe doesn't seem to understand what the rich man is saying. The tree means
something very different to him than to the man in the car.

7. Is there a relationship between the cartoon in Figure 9 and the pie diagram in Figure 10? If so,
what is it?

o Yes. Cutting down the tree will increase atmospheric carbon dioxide. In Figure 9, the
developed world is asking the developing world not to do that. But according to the pie
diagram, emission of carbon dioxide (symbolized in Figure 9 by the exhaust pipe on the
car) is greater in the developed nations than in the developing nations.

8. Carbon dioxide is emitted into the atmosphere both by burning fossil fuels and by
deforestation. If people in developed countries use a lot of fossil fuels, do you think it is fair
for them to try to stop tropical deforestation?

o There is no correct answer, so responses will vary. If one is concerned about global
warming, it makes sense to reduce atmospheric carbon dioxide from all sources. On the
other hand, developing countries correctly point out that widespread deforestation did
take place in the developed world in the past, and they argue that they-like the developed
countries-also have the right to use their resources as they wish. They also argue that
they must use their resources in order to achieve development. Indeed, one of the main
goals of sustainable development (see Ruckelshaus's quotation on page 3B in the Student
DataBook) is that economic growth and development must take place in poor countries.

9. Do you think that Amazon development will continue to be environmentally destructive or do
you think it will become sustainable? \7hy?

o Responses will vary to this opinion question. Cynics argue that swstainable deuelopment ts
an oxymoron! Pessimists predict further rain forest destruction as countries such as Brazll
continue to view the rain forest as a resource for development. Cautious optimists argue
that sustainable development will eventually be achieved through the application of new
knowledge. Environmentalists continue to pressure international banks to make
sustainability a condition for loans to developing countries. If such a condition is applied,
this is a strong incentive for borrowing countries to try to manage their resources on a
sustainable basis.
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o
BecrcnouNo Nors

Global Warming and Deforestation

Scientists have measured a steady increase
in the atmospheric concentration of carbon
dioxide and other so-cal led greenhouse
gases such as methane and chlorofluoro-
carbons (CFCs). These gases trap heat in
the atmosphere, and most scientists predict
that a continued increase in the concentra-
t ion of greenhouse gases wi l l  cause an
increase in the global average surface tem-
perature. This theory is known as global
warming. The consensus is that global
average tempera tures  cou ld  r i se  f rom
1.5'C to 4.5'C in the next 50 years.

These gases come from both natural
and human sources. The major industrial
source  o f  carbon d iox ide  is  caused by
burning fossil fuels (oil, gas, and coal) for
power generat ion. Developed countr ies
also are the pr imary source of CFCs, a
fami ly  o f  chemica ls  used in  numerous
industrial applications.

Deforestation is also a leading contrib-
utor to the increase of carbon dioxide.
Dur ing  photosynthes is ,  p lan ts  conver t
atmospheric carbon dioxide into t issue;
this effect ively removes carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere and stores it in the
vegetat ive t issue. (This is why burning
wood and coa l ,  wh ich  are  foss i l  p lan t
remains, releases carbon.) Destruction of
the forests means that there are fewer trees
to take up carbon dioxide, so the atmo-
spheric concentrat ion of the gas is not
reduced.

o

o



What environmental problems
has development caused in

Eastern Europe?

W Tirne Required
One 50-minute class period

W Materials Needed
Transparency of Overhead 6
Mini-Atlas map 4

Gl at.,ssary words
central planning

command economy

development

nongovernmental organi zation ( NGO )

Getting Started
Tell students that this lesson looks at develop-
ment in another part of the world, namelR
Eastern Europe. Ask students for their ideas
about what Eastern Europe is like. Hand out
Mini-Atlas map 4 and give students time to
study it in order to become f.amiliar with the
place names and relative location of Eastern
Europe.

46

48&tr **-il,"*-^.."^**,

#;NN{-'€,'=dffi,2
What environmental problems

has development caused
in Eastern Europe?

Gloisary

what ha5 been thc natur€ of devclopment in
Eastern Europe?

You now rurn your ateniion ro deeelopm.nt in a differcn!

region !a$cnEurope,lv.nrhough theplacen differenilh.n the

Am.zon, some ofthe she probled! have occurcd, fte foUowins t

a fanous quote Gon rhe forner lcadcr oI the Soviet Union,
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Procedures

What has been the nature of development
in Eastern Europe? (pages 46-47)

A. Have students read this section to learn about
the Communist's approach to development in
Eastern Europe. Khrushchev's infamous state-
ment on page 47 invites students to consider
development models other than that found in
the free-market \(est. Project Overhead 6 and
discuss with students the differences between a
market economy and a command economy.
Point out that Khrushchev was referring in his
statement to his belief that the Soviet Union,
using a command economy, would achieve
g r e a t e r  d e v e l o p m e n t  t h a n  t h e  m a r k e t
economies of the United States and the \7est.

How has development changed Poland's
environment? (pages 4749)

B. Have students read this section and answer

Questions 1.-2 on page 49, either orally or in
writing. As they read, ask them to compare
Figure 11 on page 48 with Table 1 on page 6.
They can note that life expectancy in Poland is
higher than in the developing regions of the
world but lower than in 

'W'estern 
Europe,

North America, and Japan. Ask students to
explain how Poland's level of life expectancy
might be related to its environmental pollution
problems.

._h_. {ili{*11}
About the capital* *ater, lt doern't depend on you whether

of not w€ erkt, l l  you don't Like u5, don't accepl our lnvitationi,
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not, hktory k on our3ide. Wewil bury you.

-NlkhKhrushche!forme.Prcmer.ndCen€rc Sec.etary
ol the UssR, November le56 (Bntett re$)
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How has development <hanged Poland'r

Gnvhonment?

In 1935, the Pol6h Academy oa Sciencer descilbed Poand. .
as the mo* polluted county n the woild. At lea* one{htd ol
rhe counlryl peoFle ne ikely to acqute envtonmenhlly induced
cancets, rcrpnatory i lne$e5, and a ho{ of orher dLearei (Miler

loland embarked on. prosram olrapid indu$rial developneni
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What csn be done to alean up E!*€m Curcpe?
In !h. d|ly 1970s lulsia ploeftd nany siE! fron fra ill

.ftft of indusdd &vdo!4cnt. 8ui $b did lid. to cl.il up pollu"

don in Bulgdia! h..vily populated dlnubctui.S egion"

Sile th. ady 1980s, BulFlian ll.nncs havc t.t.. pollution

hto a@unt wh.n coNid.rins dddopdcnt projcft. But a l4ck of

noney.nd thL nd ro ploft frcm epod nartcs nak.s ii ditrcul

to lpdd nonry on pollurior.onEob (D({,on 11871
h Pohnd, d. .nd ot communLo brou8lt ns pohi.d te*

don5, n n.w Polish hlos Pq sicd to .nact lE$ ro plobd

th..nd.onm6i fr.E {e now sooc 2,000.hvirchnmt.l oBnizr'

h 1990, Poledt n* hitd oI th. l.vimhnmt m.de public

ph!! b b€h d.anins u! th. @sqt 80 {osr iddustial polluss.

But Pol.ld wiu h.ve to sp.nd .rosd $20 billion ovE rh. ..f 1J
y€$ iu$ to MFh ihc dvtonn.nbl condilions ot wcsam Eulopc.

sohe of rhr .o$ {ill bv. to b. paid by wealdie! coudies if rob.d

is ro iavc. l iv.bk tutuc (Mlhr 1992).
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Questions and Answers for page 50

3. How can developed countries help Poland and other East European countries?

o Developed countries can provide loan funds and direct financial assistance as well as
technical assistance to Poland and other East European countries. Here as well as in
Question 4, it is worth noting that development and environmental clean-up in Eastern
Europe is dependent upon global connections, just as development is in the Amazon
region.

4. \fhat are some of the major problems faced by Poland as it tries to clean up?

o Environmental clean-up requires economic and technical resources, which are very scarce
in Poland.

5. Do you think the new political systems of Eastern Europe can find environmental answers?
Explain your answer.

o Encourage students to speculate. They might argue that under the new democratic sysrelns
public opinion will be heard and will command the attention of politicians. This widens
the range of views considered in making public policy, including environmental policy. It is
likely that the public will demand a healthy environment along with economic
development. PreviouslS under the Communists' goal of rapid industrialization, factories
had to turn out products at the fastest rate possible, and because public dissent was
suppressed, environmental costs were not considered.

6. Why do you think Maria Stolzman created a private foundation instead of a government-
owned one?

o Encourage students to speculate. Maria Stolzman may have learned from her experience
under the Communists that government organizations are inefficient. \When the
Communists were ousted, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) were allowed to
operate without government interference. This meant they could be more flexible in their
approaches to solving environmental problems.

What can be done to clean up Eastern
Europe? (pages 49-50)
C. After students have read this section, conclude

the Iesson with a discussion of Questions 3-6
on page 50. You may also wish to have stu-
dents compare and contrast the role of cit izen
action on environmental issues in the United
States to that in Eastern Europe, both before
and after the fall of communism.
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How has development affected
the Tennessee vallev?

W Tirne Reqr.ired
One SO-minute class period

% Materials Needed
Copies of Activity 3 for each pair of students
Transparency of Overhead 7

Gl .tossary word
development

Getting Started
Remind students that this module has empha-
sized that different countries have various levels
of development. Then ask: \Tithin countries,
do all regions have equal levels of develop-
ment? For many countries, the answer is no.
Usua l ly  the  la rger  the  count ry ,  the  more
uneven development is within it. Tell students
that this final lesson in the module focuses on
regional development in the United States,
specifically the development of the Tennessee
valley, a region that in the past was extremely
undeveloped compared to most other parts of
the United States.

Procedures

What is the TVA? (pages 51-53)
A. Have students work on this section in pairs.

They can study Figure L2 on page 52 and
describe to each other what features they see
on the map and what they think is the signifi-
cance of those features. [The map shows the
principal feature of the Tennessee val ley pro-
ject,  the large number of dams and associat-

E
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How has development affected

the Tennessee valley?

Glossary

what is the TvA?
To dos od sudy oI thc df*$ ol developm.nt, wc ru.n @ rle

Unitrd sFies Thi ca3. *udy looks tt t developmen! project e$,b_

Ithed byth! U-S.Bov(nmen!durinsihc 1930s, tb.Tcnne$€evll lry

Not only did th€ WA fr the economic shtui and phrJcal
w.l..be'.q ;l Fe peoph ol Fe vale, bJ pe'h"p. noE irPo'

tanll, i t lrted thek rpriB a3 high a5 he lofty mountainr which

maie*icaly boder the ea*em dm (cal ahan 1930).

The ryA *"s esbblbhed durins rhe Grcar Dcpre$ton to pro_

noteregonaldcvelopnent (l igure 12on pag. 52)
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ed reservoirs on the Tennessee, Cumberland,
and other rivers in the region. The TVA built
these dams to generate hydroelectr ic i ty for
industr ial ,  commercial ,  and domest ic purpos-
es. The basic idea was to br ing about regional
economic development by providing cheap
p o w e r ,  b u t  t h e  d a m s  a l s o  m a d e  p o s s i b l e
many other uses as described in the reading.]

How well has the TVA worked?
(pages 53-55)

B. Have students try to judge the degree of suc-
cess of the TVA based on information given in
this section. Vorking in pairs, have students
read this section and complete Activity 3. (If
time is short, you may skip Activity 3.) To
complete Activity 3, instruct students to plot
the data from Table 5 on page 54 in the
Student DataBook to make two bar graphs.
'When 

the graphs are completed, they can be
compared w i th  the  Key  to  Ac t iu i ty  3
(Overhead 7), which can be projected on the
screen. Even if you skip Activity 3, be sure stu-
dents study Table 5.

C. Whether students do Act iv i ty 3 or simply
study Table 5, ask them to respond to the in-

text quest ion above the photo on page 53:
"Critics of the TVA say that the data confirm
that the project has not increased develop-
ment.  Do you agree?" [Students might cor-
rectly say that these data are not conclusive
evidence of the TVI(s success or failure. They
could argue for success, however, by saying
that without the TVA, these states would likely
have shown much less growth in income per
capita,  that is,  the TVA al lowed those very
poor states to keep up with growth in the rest
o f  t h e  S o u t h e a s t e r n  U n i t e d  S t a t e s  d u r i n g
these periods. l

D. Questions 1-4 can be used to focus a conclud-
ing discussion. Have students link this lesson
back to the lessons on development in the
Amazon region. Help them understand that
the TVA was a massive development project in
a poor,  rural  area, which means that the
Tennessee valley prior to the TVA had certain
similarities to the Amazon region. The TVA
attacked the problem of uneven development
in the United States.

Have students consider whether this study
of the TVA has changed their opinions about
the propriety of Brazil's development of the
Amazon region.

T h e r y A w d s g r a n G d i h e p o w e r i o p r o d u c . t h . c h c a p h y d r o c l c c -
nicity nccdcd opromotc indusrial srowih, Faminscouldabo
cxpand byuling land protccted fiom floodin8, In.ddtion, f ishing
rrd barrinswn p ov.ded b/ i le newl' fofficd hks.

Vork by deTVA improvcd rivcr n.vis.i ion.ltrho hdpcd an
cnqy'intcnlivc f!tr i l izcr indu(ry to bccomc a i.. l i tt Research and
dcvelopment ofcommcrcial nucleaf power abo camc to thc rc8lon

lB!d!all and l lorin 1992).

How well har the TVA worked?

A. flA was.barged with respo..ibilnt for'1he unined co.se.
vsiion and derelopoent otrhe lesoulces otrhe Tenne$ee Vauey"
( C h . n d k r 1 r 8 4 ) . C o h p i l ! r h b s F E n e d w n h d e c o a b o f  s u $ ! i n -
ibledevelopmcnt fron L.$on J onpasc 38.

ft. soil ofi le WA 5i, be1 coped by o(he-counr.A.
notabln Mexico, China, and Br.zi|, Othe! devdopmenirrojects in
th. Unt d st.tes .ho us. the N modd. But how wdl hd th. i lA

"*tr* tu
In Le$on l.yousaw tbaiincomecan beus.dasa mcasurc oi

devdopm.rr. Tablc { on prce (4.hoqhow income srcw overrime
spans of 9 and 50 y.a(. Crjtics of ihc ilA say thar the data conind
rFr rF.p-orfl \* ror .n..".rd d.velopn.. . Do y6u €ge.?
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Questions and Answers for page 55

How does the quote at the beginning of the lesson compare to the views expressed by
supporters and cr i t ics?

. The quote from Callahan is strongly, even poetically, supportive of the view that the TVA
has been a success.

What other measures of development might you use to determine the success or failure of the
TVA?

o In addition to growth in income per person for the region, as shown in Table 5, students
might mention the expansion of farming because of flood protection, the creation of
recreation opportunities on the reservoirs, improvement of river navigation, development
of a fertrlizer industrS and the research and development of nuclear power in the region.
Some students may have prior knowledge of the federal government's research facility at
Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Lower electricity rates and agricultural improvement projects were
other positive changes brought to the region by the TVA.

When asked to name other measures of development, students might refer to Lesson 1,
wherein both qualitative and quantitative measures of development were discussed.
Change over time in the Tennessee valley on such measures as literacy, infant and child
mortalit5 life expectancy, educational attainments, and the like offer other measures of
develooment.

continued
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3. Do you see any similarities or differences between the TVA and government-run projects in
the former USSR or Eastern Europe?

r The TVA was similar in the sense that it was a federally controlled, centrally planned
approach to regional development. But the national setting of the TVA was different: In
the USSR and Eastern Europe, all national developments were centrally planned and
controlled by the command economy, whereas in the United States, the free market
dominates the economy.

4. \fould you recommend that other countries model development projects after the TVA? If
not, what would you change? If so, what are its strong points?

e Encourage students to speculate. There are no right answers. The factthat the TVA has
been copied in other regional development projects both in the United States and in several
other countries can be taken as a sign of success. The TVA used a river basin approach,
which meant that planning and development were based on a natural unit of the physical
environment.

The TVA was a comprehensive, integrated approach to development. This meant that it
dealt with power, transportation, communication, commerce, industry, agriculture,
education, and health care together. Students might argue that the integrated, regional
planning and development approach be utilized in many developing countries because
development is a comprehensive process that must integrate physical and human systems if
it is to succeed. It cannot be fostered with oiecemeal methods.

4"1Deuelopment
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Extension Activities
and Resources

Related GIGI Modules
. Three modules explore environmental issues related to the top-

ics raised in this module. Enuironmental Pollution focuses on
the environmental problems associated with centrally planned
development projects in the former Soviet Union; it also
includes activities dealing with transboundary pollution.
Global Climate Change is an in-depth inquiry into the causes
and potential consequences of global warming. Swstainable
Agricultwre explores how farming practices in developing and
developed countries can be made to be more environmentally
sound.

. Socioeconomic aspects of the development issue are covered in
five other modules. Global Economy and Interdependence
each deal with world trade and the linkages between regions
and countries. The former focuses on Japan, the latter on
Australia. Urban Growth examines the problems of uneven
development in Mexico, which is one reason why people
migrate from the countryside to the cities in developing coun-
tries. The module Political Change inquires into what happens
when political systems shift between market and command
economies. Finally cultural impacts of economic development
are considered in Oil and Society.

Britannica Global Geography System (BGGS)
BGGS provides myriad extension activities to enhance each GIGI

module. For a complete description of the BGGS CD-ROM and
videodiscs and how they work with the GIGI print modules, please
read the BGGS Overview in the tabbed section at the beginning of
this Teacher's Guide.

Related Videos
. EBEC videos "Jungles: The Green Oceans"l "The Coniferous

Forest Biome"l "The Tropical Rain Forest"; "South America:
Brazrl and the Northern Countries"l "Rivers in Danger: The
Amazon"l and "International Monetary Fund at'Work"
explore the issues and regions studied in this module.

For information, or to place an order, call toll-free,
1-800-554-9862.

2.

3 .

43
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Other related videos include: "Living Quarters"l "A Global
Market"l "The Disappearing Forests"l and "The
\Tatchkeepers," which are all part of the Spaceship Earth
series, PBS.

A11 of the following videos are concerned with issues surround-
ing development in the Amazon region: "Amazonia: A
Celebration of Life," \Morld \Tildlife Federationl "lJnknown
Forests," 

'World 
Wildlife Federationl "Equatorial River: The

Amazon," National Film Board of Canada, Bullfrog Films;
"Jungle Pharmacg" TBS Inc., Library Tape Sales; "Our
Threatened Heritage ," 1987, National \X/ildlife Federation;
"Rain Forest," 1983, National Geographic Films; "The
Rainforest Imperative," Conservation International,
\Washington, DC.

Have students find out about regions of poverty in the United
States. The Federal Census is a good source of socioeconomic
information. Have students write a report on where and why
poverty is regionalized in the United States.

This module focused on the cultures of the Amazon, but there
are forest dwellers in many parts of the world. Have students
choose a forest culture and write a report about how the peo-
ple in that culture relate to their physical environment. What
forest products do they use, and for what purposes? How does
the forest enter into their spiritual beliefs? Do they harvest for-
est products in such a way as to prevent permanent damage to
the forest ecosystem?

Independent Library Project
o Have students learn more about the concept of "sustainable

development." Students can seek magazine and newspaper
accounts of the L992United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development, held in Rio de Janeiro (the
"Earth Summit"). Also of interest is the measures thatBrazrl
took to improve its world image in preparation for this confer-
ence, such as clearing its slums and "hiding" its poor people
and street children.

Class Projects
o Find a tree nursery in your area that will donate a sapling to

your school for a class project. Have students learn about the
type of tree it is, when and where it should be planted, and
how to care for it. Choose a site and plant the tree.

o Many students practice sustainable resource use without realiz-
ing it (e.g., recycling, riding bikes, growing their own food).

5.

6.
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Have the class create a poster or wall mural that illustrates
how sustainable resource use can be integrated into everyday
life in the United States.

. Have the class investigate how international citizen concern for
environmental quality or social justice has led to changes in

. investment policies by international banks. Encourage students
to seek a personal connection to this idea by investigating and
reporting on any local development projects that were altered
as a result of citizen concerns.

Outside Experts
. Call the governmental agency responsible for managing forests

in your area and invite a representative to visit your class.
Have students prepare questions about the role of the agency
in managing forest products and uses.

o Invite representatives from opposing sides in a local develop-
ment issue to make presentations to your class. Have the stu-
dents debate the issue after hearing the perspectives of the
interested parties.

Survey
o Have students conduct a survey of people in the school or

community to discover people's attitudes toward deforestation
or other issues pertaining to economic development in the
developing world. Have students write questions that elicit
information about people's opinions and their awareness of the
development issue and its global consequences. Results of the
survey should be presented in both written and graphic form.

8.

9. Debate
O Have the class compare the nature of development projects

underway in Eastern Europe and the Amazon region to the
TVA project. Divide the class into those who consider TVA to
be a model for development that worked and those who think
it needs many modifications. In the manner of an international
debate at the United Nations, have the teams address the fol-
lowing issues: (1) Have the team that considers TVA a success
argue for its adaptation in Eastern Europe or Amazonia. They
should try to persuade other students that cheap energy is a
necessary ingredient for development. (2) Have the team that
does not consider TVA to be a success offer suggestions for the
improvement or even dismantlement of the program. This
group should persuade other students that the mistakes of TVA
should not be repeated in newer development projects.

One popular proposal to alleviate foreign debt for developing
countries are so-called "debt-for-nature" swaps. Proponents of
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these programs argue that international banks should agree to
forgive debts on development loans if developing countries
(especially those with tropical rain forests) agree to set aside
land for nature reserves. Have students find out more about
these ideas and report back to class. Structure a debate around
the pros and cons of these proposals.
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Climographs for Madison, Wisconsin, U.S.A., and
Bef 6m, Par6, Brazil
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Directions

Table 2 on page 13 in the Student DataBook gives monthly averages of precipitation and
temperature for two cities. Make a climograph for each city. First, locate the cities using
Mini-Atlas map 1. Then graph the data from Table 2 as follows:

a. Graph the temperature data according to the left-hand scales. Using a red pencil, place
a dot in the center of each month's column to show the monthly average temperature.
Connect the dots to form a smooth red curve.

b. Graph the precipitation data according to the right-hand scales. Using a blue pencil,
draw a line showing the average amount of rainfall for each month. To show the
annual pattern of precipitation, make 12 blue vertical bars by shading below each
line.

2. Find the
between

latitude for each location
rhe monthly temperature

map. 
'What 

relationship do you notice
latitude?

on a world
ranges and

Questions

1,. Even though both locations have different amounts of precipitation, what pattern do
they share in common?
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Roles for the Hearing on the Proposed Xingu
River Dam

1.  Rancher

You are the founder of the Ranchers' League. You were born into wealth
and ranching, and have worked hard to preserve your heritage. Your organization
has been overwhelmingly successful, and has achieved a great deal of political
power. You elected more than 60 members to the constitutional convention of
1986-1,987 (Hecht and Cockburn 1,990). Among your members you own the vast
majority of livestock in Brazil.

You and your members believe that ". . . the size of the holding only reflects
the courage and the competence of the producer" (Hecht and Cockburn 1990,
page 1,97), so most of your members arelarge landowners. It is your firm belief
that small landholders arelazy and incompetent. Their demands for land continue
to interfere with your dream of highly caprtahzed development of the Amazon.

As far as you are concerned, proposed land reforms are the product of com-
munists and subversives. You passionately believe in the defense of tradition, fami-
lg and private property, and you will do what is necessary to uphold your way of
life, even if you and your supporters must take justice into your own hands.

2. Rubber Tapper

You are secretary of the Rubber Tapper's Union. Your long-time friend and
associate, Chico Mendes, was the secretary before his murder a few years ago. You
were born and raised on a seringal (tradrtional rubber estate), where your family
lived in a state of debt slavery. When you were still a child, the ranchers moved
into your area of the Amazon. Thousands of rubber tappers were burned out and
forced to leave; many others were killed.

When you were 18, you got involved with the newly formed Rubber
Tapper's Union. You took part in the first standoffs between the ranchers and the
rubber tappers, and you are now dedicated to winning rights for the forest people
through your organization. As the union has become more powerful, its leaders
have been targeted for assassination, and you, like the other leaders, are always
accompanied by a bodyguard. Like your friend Chico, you fully expect each day to
be your last (Hecht and Cockburn 1990).

CICI

Deaelopment
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3. Kayapo Indian

You are a Kayapo leader of the indigenous people's union and an activist
against the ELETROBRAS project for building dams on the Xingu River. You have
been jailed for "seditious" acts against the Brazilian government, but are still
actively working on behalf of the forest people. If five of the proposed dams are
built, 7,000 square miles of rain forest will be under water (Hecht and Cockburn
1,990), and many thousands of Indians and other forest people will be homeless.
You believe each dam should be resisted.

Although in the course of your work you have traveled more than any of
your people, your life is deeply rooted in the rain forest. Your understanding of it
is as deep as your understanding of yourself, and you cannot stand by and let the
rain forest be drowned.

4. ELETROBRAS Representative

You are an engineer for Brazil's hydroelectric utility agency. You have
worked hard for your training in engineering, and you feel strongly that it is time
for your country to join ranks with the industrialized nations. You fully under-
stand the consequences of inundating thousands of square miles of rain forest, but
you feel that the Amazon is a relatively empty expanse of land with tremendous
potential for helping your country develop economically.

Given that possibility, it seems to you that the priority is clearly for mod-
ernization and industlialization Once Brazil's economy is strong, help can be
given to the forest people who will be displaced. It is entirely possible, as far as
you are concerned, that they will be better off than they were before, in a nation
with a healthy economy and higher standard of living for all of its citizens.

GIGI
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5. Amnesty International representative

You are one of Amnesty International's corps of human rights investigators.
You have traveled to many countries during the course of your work, seen human
tragedy on both a large and small scale, and have received several death threats
from various organizations that you have "interfered" with.

Amnesty has been very concerned with the human rights violations that are
routinely taking place in the Amazon, and during your investigation you have been
invited by the Rubber Tapper's Union to take part in this hearing. You have per-
sonally documented hundreds of cases of violence against rubber tappers, indige-
nous people, and settlers, and you are hoping to bring the weight of international
opinion down on those responsible.

6. Settler

You are the representative of a local small farmer's co-op. Your family was
relocated to the Amazon basin a few years ago. Before that you were coffee farm-
ers, share-cropping on someone else's land. You were part of a government reloca-
tion project in which you received title to a small piece of land near the Xingu
River. You joined the co-op because of trouble and threats of violence from the
henchmen of local land barons and also to get help with a new type of farming
technology.

Two of your four children have died: one before you left southern Brazil
and one since you settled in your new land. The first died of dehydration from
severe diarrhea, the second of malaria. You don't know a single person who has
not lost children to the diseases of poverty, and you only hope that you can raise
enough food on your small plot of land to keep the remaining two children alive
and well.
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How Well Has TVA Worked?

A Comparison of per Person Income
Growth, 193/L1943
(average percentage per year)
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A Comparison of per Person Income
Growth , 1929-1981
(average percentage per year)
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GNP per Person by World Region
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Climographs for Madison, Wisconsin, U.S.A., and
Bel6m, Par5, Brazil
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Two Scenarios for Developing Countries
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Lesson 5Hearing on the Proposed Xingu River Dam

Representatives of the following six groups are meeting in Altamira,ParS,
Brazil:

1. Ranchers'League

Rubber Tapper's Union

Indigenous People's Union

ELETROBRAS (the Brazilian government's hydroelectric utility agency)

Amnesty International (a human rights organization), and

A local farmers' cooperative.

TheBrazilian government proposes to build a dam on the Xingu
River in order to generate electricity for industrial development in
Altamira. The reservoir behind the dam would flood 800 square miles
of rain forest inhabited by Kayapo Indians, rubber tappers, and small-
scale settlers.

The purpose of the meeting in Altamira is to give the various
representatives a chance to respond to this proposal and to make rec-
ommendations to the government.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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A Comparison of Two Economic Systems

Market Economy

Command Economy

Government plans all
production

Source: Adapted from Eric C. Brooks, ed., Sources of ldentity. New York: Harcourt Brace and
lovanovich, 1977.
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Lesson 6

Seek the best value at
the best price

Compete to win consumers
and make a profit

ConsumersProducers
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How Well Has TVA Worked?

A Comparison of per Person lncome
Growth, 1934-1943
(average percentage per year)
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A Comparison of per Person lncome
Growth, 1929-1981
(average percentage per year)
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Development

ow does development affect
r r laces'Ppeoples an'O pl

What is develoPment?

Does development benefit everyone equally?

rWhat are the forces behind development?
'what 

kinds of problems are associated with development?

Development refers to economic, social, political,.and environ-

-.rrtul ,yri.*, that sustain a high quality of human life. You need to

understand development and its effects, both positive and negative,

because it will be one of the most important global issues of the

twenty-first century. At this time most of the world's people do not

enjoy a high quality of life, so they are struggling for development.
' 

In this"moirrl.,"you will examine development and its effects in

three case studies. The major case study looks at the development of

the Amazon Basin in Soutlr America. You will identify the forces of

development and the effects these forces are having on the Amazon

rain forest and its peoples. The module also examines development -
in two shorter .o.rrpuiiron studies of Eastern Europe and the United

States.
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What is develoPment?

GlossarY
Words

develoPment

gross national Product (CNP)

ol igarchY

How is development defined and measured?
Underdeve |opmen t i sshock ing : thesqua |o r ,d i sease ,unneces -

,ary oeaitrr, und' hopelessness oflt alll . . . 'tl is a sense of . . .

confusion and ignorance as one gropes to understand change, . . .

of hopelessn.rr-b.for. hunger ind natural catastrophe' Chronic

poverty is a cruut kind of hlll; and one cannot understand how

cruel thal ft"tt it merely by gazing upon poverty as an object

(Goulet 1973, Pages 23-24)'

The quotation above contains a definition of development we will

find useful. Can You find it?

If you ur. ituui"g trouble, yog a1e-lgt.alonel Geographers and

otheruo.iui r.i.rrtirir wrestle with definitions like these that concern

human welfare. As for a definition of development' one reason it is

hard to find is that development is a continvous process, not some-

thing static and unchanging'
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TahHeTSe|ec teddeve lopment ind ica to rsbywor |d reg ion 0
GNP

per person
(u.s. $)

Average life Adult literacY
expectancY (Percentage

(years) of PoPulation)

South Asia

East Asia

Africa*south of the Sahara

Southeast Asia

Latin America

North Af ricalSouthwest Asia

Former Soviet Union

Austral ia/New Zealand

Europe

U.S.A./Canada

lapan

2 7 3

507

639

8 3 3

1 , 5 5 3

3,045

8 , 3 7  5

1 1 , 1 7 0

12,621

18,400

21,020

56

72

5 3

o l

6 7

5 8

69

76

75

7 7

78

44

66

5 0

75

7 1

46

95+

95+

95+

95+

95+

0) ,o

L In what way are the three indicators in Table 1 related tcr

each other?

2. Based on rhese rhree indicatofs, how might a de-velopirrg

country he different from one that is developecli

: .  Wt'", o.t",. ,  indicator:s can you think of thar might be' #'X1 "*' ;J';;';;;;;;i;;;;;;'
4.  Why are 

:ume: ica l  
ind icarors of  development  usefu l?

5. Why might such measures be l imited? 
r

6. Based upon the data in T"9].t ' [ .  in which regions.of the
" 

;; ; ;  ,ninuld you be most l ikely to f ind the condit ions

described in Goulet 's statement?

l

I
d
t
tr
tl
fl

0
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How is develoPment achieved?

There are many theories about development. In realitS there -are
probably as many routes to developmentis there are countries that

have made trr. ;orrrn.t w. can identify two main pathways to devel-

opment (Rubenstein 1'992)'
patb 1: International trade-A country that develops by interna-

tional trad,emust have a resource or commodity that other countries

want. Whether T-shirts, timber, or tungsten' a country can make

go.i 
"r. 

of its resources and human tilents and earn income by trad-

ing. That money can then be re-invested to increase the growth of

successful exPort industries'- 
path 2: Silf-sufficiency-Here the emphasis is not on production

fo, .*port but on'prodrrciion for the domestic (home) market' \7hat

;;;.y is made from resulting economic growth is invested in many

different industries, not iust ihe few thatixport goods.'The rate of

.."".-i. growth *iff U. modest, but there is less risk' This "don't

;;;-"iiyo,r", .gg, in one basket" approach protects the economy from

gtoUut competition and price fluctuations'

The two paths and developed countries

Rich countries can help poor ones regardless of which path to

d.";i.p*;nt rhe latter haue .hor.n. This help can take many forms,

such as loans, investment, or grants' The intent is to help poor

nations modernize industries ind build roads, power stations' and

schools-all of which are needed for developmentto occur.

on the negative side, the rich countries have often gained their

*.ul,h througi the exploitation of developing regions. For instance,

one of the leading .u.r-r., of the American Revolution against the

British Empire involved the export to England of North American

raw materials. colonial Americans did not get to profit from their

o*r, lubo, and resources because they were not given the political

representation that would have given them that control.
' 

M"rry developing countries today are in fact former European

colonies like the-unlt.d States. These former colonies may still be

..orrorni.ully dependent on the rich countries (Fisher 1'992)'

The health of the world economy is strongly influenced by devel-

opment in poorer countries and regions. Investment in and assistance

to poor co,]rrtries is a goal for many developed countries'-- 
Th'r, the rich co.ritrie, have tried to nudge- developing countries

toward economic progress. Sometimes these efforts have succeeded,

L", of,." they have fa]l.d. And, of course, poor co_untries have been

directing their own efforts toward development. These efforts have

also met with mixed success'
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What is the Amazorl
environment like?

Glossary
Words

biodiversity

development

ecosystem

leach

What images do people have of the
Amazon region?

\flhen you hear the word Am1zon, what comes to your mind? Do

you think of a mighty river or of vast rain forests? Below are two

descriptions of the region, the first from an English explorer and the

second from an Indian resident of the area. How does each person

see the region? \fhich is closer to your own image?
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Geographic Inquiry into Global Issues

what is the climate of the Amazon rike?
The Amazon region can be referred to in several ways. The area

or region drained by the Amazon River is known sometimes as
Amazonia or the Amazon basin. other times, the word Amazon
alone refers to the region as a whole, ,rot j*t tt. .iu.r.

The Amazon basin is rocated in tle low latitudes, from just northof the Equator to far south of it. This porition o" tn. glob.'rrrdr.ui.,
a region of nearly.equal days and nigrrts, with th. ,urr"high i, ;h; ,k;e_very day. No real seasonal changes are evident in either the trees orthe temperature. Table 2 compares some of the climate characteris-
tics of Madison, wisconsin, u.s.A., and Bel6m , pare, Brazir (near themouth of the Amazon River).

Boys enjoy a swim in the
Amazon River.
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Geographic Inquiry into Global Issues

What is the climate of the Amazon like?
The Amazon region can be referred to in several ways. The area

or region drained by the Amazon River is known sometimes as
Amazonia or the Amazon basin. other times, the word Amazon
alone refers to the region as a whole, ,rot l.rst tlr. ,iu.r.

The Amazon basin is located in the low latitudes, from just north
of the Equaror to far south of it. This position orrth. globe indicares
a region of nearly. equal days and nighis, with the ,urr"high i" trr. ,r.ye]ery day. No real seasonal changes are evident in either-the trees or'the temperature' Table 2 compares some of the climate characteris-
tics of Madison, \Tisconsin, u.s.A., and Bel6m , pura., Brazrr (near themouth of the Amazon River).

Boys enjoy a swim in the
Amazon River.
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Geographic Inquiry into Global Issues

The Amazon River and its thousands of tributary streams contain

orr.-fifrh of all the river water in the world' At its mouth' the

Amazon River is 200 miles wide. The Amazon is so deep that ocean-

eoine vessers can t;;ia, mo.h as harfway upriver before shallow

i.p,[ forces the use of smaller boats'

What is the vegetation of the Amazon like?

The broad lowlands of the Amazon basin are mainly covered by

,ropi.uf ,"i' tor.rt. ift. ttopi cal ninforest has become a familiar

;1#;; people around the world, as television and newspapers regu-

larlv report on how it is being used and abused. Even so, there are

fiilkilii*r 
"u""t 

this ecosystem. For instance, its heavy vegeta-

tion fools ootrid.rrl"i" iftitf.i"g that the rain forest is supported by

fertile soils. That is not the case'

The area of the Amazon basin in comparison with the

contiguous 48 United States'
Figure 2
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Geographic Inquiry into Global lsswes

What resources does the Amazon basin have?
Rain forest life-forms differ greatly from those in midlatitude

forests, or for that matter, from most other ecosystems. The Amazon
region contains a great variety of plant and animal species. The term
used to refer to the number of different kinds of species an ecosystem
supports is biodiuersity. Biodiversity increases when larger and larger
numbers of species are present in a given area.

No ecosystem on Earth has greater biodiversity than tropical rain
forests. A few square miles of tropical rain forest may contain over
3,000 tree species. This is about 10 times the number of species in all
of the midlatitude forests in North America. Those same few square
miles of tropical rain forest also are home to over 20,000 insect
species-about 100 times the number of insect species found in all of
France.

Plants and animals can be considered resources in the same way
we think of resources that are nonliving (such as minerals). For
example, drugs and medicines can be derived from rain forest plants.
A diversity of resources of any kind is considered essential for eco-
nomic development. Examine Table 3 on page 17 and note how bio-
diversity contributes to the resource base of the Amazon region.
Later lessons will show how this great wealth of biological and min-
eral diversity attracts development efforts.

Settlements cling to streamsides in the Amazon rain forest.
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Gectgrapbic Inquiry into Glctbal Issues18

GHossarY
&ftfon'ds

develoPed countrY

develoPing countrY

develoPment

Petty extraction

sustainable agr icul ture

ffi ffi
What forces are driving

development in the Amazon?

Obiectives
ln  th is  lesson'  You wi l l

.  Identify the interests

seeking to Profit from

develoPment.

. Compare the ProductivitY
of small- and large-scale

farming in the Amazon'

. Relate consumer demand

in devetoPed countries to

resource extractlon ln

develoPing countries'

.  Understand the role of

foreign banks in

develoPment.

Who has sought to profit from the Amazon?

TheAmazonbasinhasaVaStamountofsparsely ' inhabi t .q l " , id '
conta in ingmanynatura l fesoufces.Theseinc ludegold, i ron ' t imber ,
rubber 'andother forest fesources.Thenat ionswi thterr i tory in
Amazonia are developing countries' They expect to use these

resources f.,tifttit ""tioial 
development' Thus' they have encour-

aged certain interests to exploit these resources'

The main interests seeking to extract resources and produce prof-

its from ,h.^;;;i;" nr. fnr-.ir, cartle ranchers, miners, and loggers'

00

0,(
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ffi$,#,Geographic lnquiry into Global Issues

The PNP sought to resettle small farmers from southernBtazll,

where small coffee farms were being converted to large soybean

farms. Soybean production, unlike coffee, relies much more on

machines than on human labor. As a result, thousands of coffee

workers were thrown out of work. The PNP gave plots of land in

Rond6nia to many of these workers.
The PNP created severe environmental problems in Rond6nia.

For instance, farmers and ranchers deforested one-fourth of the area

in eight years. Although government policies are beginning to

change, in the past the government required people to clear the forest

in order to claim land. This encouraged settlers to make a fast. profit

by clearing their land, selling it to large ranchers, and moving on to

new land (\forld Resources Institute 1'990a).
'Wealthy 

investors and corporations got hold of large tracts of

land. They usually cleared the forest cover and turned the land into

large cattle ranches. This created social conflict with people known

as petty extractors. Petty extractors are small-scale collectors of for-

est products, such as rubber andBraztl nuts, who do not cut down

trees to obtain their goods. Because parts of the forest were already

being used by petty extractors, land disputes and violence occurred

with the conversion of large pieces of forest land to cattle ranches.

As you learned in Lesson 2, tropical rain forest soils are generally

infertile, because most of the nutrients are stored in the vegetation

rather than the soil itself. Once the trees are removed, the soil cannot

support repeated harvests of food crops. Therefore, many small

faiming projects have failed. In addition, ranching causes other prob-

lems. For example, cattle hooves compact the soil so that it won't

support good grasses. An estimated 20 percent of the large ranches in

the Amazon have aheady been abandoned (\forld Resources

Institute 1.990a).
Another activity being pursued in the Amazon basin is mining.

Large-scale mining activities compete with Indians and petty extrac-

tors for land. Large-scale projects, like mining) ate often favored by

governments looking for ways to rapidly develop their economies.

Large-scale mining, like large-scale farming and ranching, is high-

ly mechanized. Jobs that might be done by people who need income

are done by machines. Small-scale activities in Par6,BtaziI (Figure 3

on page 19), on the other hand, employ many more people, but pro-

duce modest, though significant, results (Table 4 on page 21). For

Braztl as a whole, small holders occupy only L2 percent of the land,

but they produce about B0 percent of the food.
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Geographic Inquiry into Global Issues

What role do rich countries PlaY in
Amazonian develoPment?

Developing countries sell their products _abroad, usually to rich

countries. Als6, corporations and individuals in developed countries

invest in Amazonia. These are some of the industries and operations

they finance and profit from (Millet 1'992):

o Cattle ranches that export meat and hides

o Paper mills and logging operations

. High-value export crops like bananas and sugar cane

' Illegal drugs such as marijuana and cocaine

' Mining operations

. Dams that produce power for mines and factories

Individuals in rich countries are often not aware of the roles they

play in developing countries. For example, consider."The Hamburger
-connection,,, 

on page 23. For another example of the.role that rich

countries play in Ariazonian development, look at "The Planned

Road to Japan" (Pages 23-24).

Corporations and individuals invest in Amazonian cattle ranches.
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The road would start  in Brazi l 's great manufactur ing distr ict  around Sdo Paulo

(Figure 3 on page l9) and proceed northwest.  through the rain forest in Rond6nia

uniA.r" to itre pacific coast of Peru. At the Peruvian port, logs and wood prod-

ucts could be loaded onto ships for the remainder of the journey to Japan

(Jackson 1992).
The same port could then be used to transpoft Japanese products for sale to

Peru, Brazil, and other places in South America. The construction of the road and

port would spur regional economic development. Such improvements can drive

development efforts. But they cost a great deal of money'

CIo

!

I
$

0.o

How has development brought foreiEn debt?

How could you spend more than you earn? That's what many

Latin American corniries have been doing, in their drive to develop

rapidly. They've been doing it by borrowing the money from foreign

banks. (Usually, these are "international development" banks that

are funded by the rich countries.) The money is spent on seaports,

roads, ,a*arr, dams, schools, factories, mines' and many other things

needed for development. The spending, especially in the 1960s

through 1980s, *u, gr.ut.r than the countries' earnings. This meant

that the foreign debt of these countries kept increasing.

The foreifn debt of Latin American countries climbed into the

bil l ions of dJlars. In 1,987, i t  reached about $1'000 for every person

in the region, or about 64 percent of the region's total income ('World

Resources lnstitute 1,990af .In other words, 64 cents out of every dol-

lar they had was already owed to somebody else. Among these coun-

tries, Brazil ran up the iargest foreign debt (Figure 4 on page 25). The

pressure ro pay back such huge foreign debts stimulated countries

iike Brazil to speed up their rush for development even more.
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IntheArnazon'andinBraztl i l3articular' loansfrommulti lateral
banks have aided ih' d'u'lopment nffi,,il; il*:tntffItiiT:i-

es, roads, -i"?:11;J Ju1'' b"l :::ilJi5':Xi:L:Tflp.,tu,ion,',
;;'3:s."Hilt[[:,","#J;::T:i:HiJ,ug,i."n"'t1n;?;T,TJ:'
tropics *u' B'u'ii''";tj;;tt;tste' Prosram (PNP) mentr

lHl;::;:rffi 
'::":nTjrlTn**"':'"ffi11ffi 'j'Jffi lll"

t e eo' 
I e ! 5-, u 1 d e r p r e s s u r e t' : :-':T",l':Kt l +"; f ;T; t"lutu::u 

o''

f,'J''#*li*#'T;f itl?i:'"ff-;tio"ro'protectingtheenvi-
ronment ""a 

'r" e*1";;;;" rl1diut'*(nttft ryqOl' But other large

;; *i5 tt Hl,:ii?i;,1;;3':!;,',. u'li I i'lv pi : i ::l I l; wo r 'd B ank i s

lending over a oii't"T"jiu" fo'^"pin" 2010"' which aims to build

over 136 "'* 
a"#];;;;;;;"i'zoio'-si*tv 

p""l.llf the dams will

be in the a't"'or' L;; il;t;t. lle souernment estimates that if lust

five of them ""':";;i;iJ' 
z'ooo.3q""tt "trles 

of forest will be

ii""i.i luetht a"d tockburn t"rl';" 
withhold loans until careful

", :xt* x G'ffJir"d;"k' il. gi,,'i's",;'.' | " "a'.
worldwide tt";;;;;ut the r"gutiut effects some of its proiects

have had on the environment'
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Amazonia still reflects patterns from colonial times. For example,

most of the land rnBrazrl today is owned by a very small segment of

the population. This pattern was set in the eighteenth century when

huge tracts of land were given to political favorites.

th.r. large estates were often cleared of forest and made into

ranches and plantations. The land appeared to be fertile, and

landowners were convinced they could make large profits. European

agricultural methods transferred to Amazonia often failed. But,

dlvelopers saw that natural forest products could be collected and

sold for export. Unfortunately for the rain forest dwellers, the flow

of goods, and therefore money, was unbalanced. Most of it went in

only on. direction: out of the Amazon (Hecht and Cockbutn 1990).

Most of the trade in the region depended on foreign consumers

and investors. Because raw materials were shipped out of the

Amazon and processed somewhere else, there was little economic

return to the Amazon region. Figure 5 below shows how one

Amazonian export, rubber, moves from the rain forest toward manu-

facturers located outside of Brazrl.
In this system, Amazonian rubber tappers traded their rubber for

tools, clothing, and other supplies. The supplies came from trading

BRAZIL'S RUBBER
TAPPING INDU

1. RubberTapPer
Raw materials are extracted
and so ld  to  Rubber  Barons

2, Rubber Baron
Large amounts of raw
mater ia ls  a re  sh iPPed to
Manufacturers

3. Manufacturer
The Manufacturet
ourchases the raw
materials from the Rubber
Barons

4. Finished Products
The Manufacturer sel ls
the f inished products at
higher Prices

Arrows indicate di rection
of resource or capital

flow.

Figure 5 Flow chart of rubber exports from the Amazon basin.
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Geographic Inquiry into Global Issues

VrsroN Two

Asate l l i tepassesover theagr icu l tu ra l f ron t ie ro fa t rop ica l reg ion ;ashut te r
opensandan imageofaroad*a tn"c le fo res ted tand i tb isec tsentersa techno-
rJgi.ur matrix of: digitizers, electromag.netic waves' radars' and computers'

Eventually a transposJtl two-dimensional image reappears ll 
-^ 11 

on Earth' As a

transparency, it is proiected onto a large' pale-grey scteen in an air-conditioned

auclitorium, where neatly clressed people, eelgel to record the irrrage irr their own

way, write in notebook'' n 'p"utt"' interprets the image of the road and the path

o ld is tu rbec lvegeta t ion formi lesone i thers ide .Thebuses , theset t le rs ,andthe
clust are rrot within resolution. The smoke, thousancls of tiny, frozen plrrmes,

makes the image hazy-as if the landscape seeks to obscure '""'t 
"11^:::i:l

interpretation. 
isut"ll it" imagery," states the lecturer, "suggests extenslvc

clefbrestation . . many complex reasons ' . . scientific irnplications o1 this arre

uncertain."

Vrsrox Tnnnn

The rnanager of a Danish-clesign furniture store is preparing for a big day' ' ' '

From the back ()1,the store , hc notices a group o1'young people. walk in' He takcs

them f,r college stuclents-not the usu.l .uri,r,r.r, tor expensive llrniture made

of tropical woods. UuyU" they have wealthy parents' suddenly' one of the stu-

dentsproduc"*np ie . "c , l .g r "enpaper ]anc lbeg ins tc l reac l 'Her .vo ice is lb rce f t r l ,
clemancling. "Tropicitl cleii'restLition"' the batfled mrnager hears' ancl then'

:;in,rig.noi'; p",rpl",,, ancl ,.species extinction." custonrers listen as the young

woffran clescribes the destrr-rciiol Ihappeningl to make the elegant 1'urniture that

lil ls the store. Her T-shirt reads, "The Rainforest. [t is us; we are it' Let's save

what remains." A mechanical scream fiom the fiont of the store clraws the atten-

t iono l . thecus tomers to i tw i l c l .eyedact iv is t fho lc l ing Iaroar ingcha insaw,hanr r -
I e s s w i t h o u t i t s c h a i n , b u t c l e a r i n i t s m e a n i n g ' H e p r o c e e d s t o m i m e t h e s l a u g h -
ter of the fbrest. Stuclents representing the howler monkey, the toucan, and thc

m a h o g a n y t r e e a l l f a l l a m i c l s t t h e f r r r n i t u r e ' I t i s a d i e - i n , , . W e w i l l n o t l e a v e u n t i l
the clestruction of tropical rain fbrests stops"' says the woman to the manager'

The manager wonclets, "should I call the police?"

VrsroN FouR

Theo ldones[ today ,se lderAmauon ian lnd ians ] teachemanc ien t lesson:The
f b r e s t i s t h e g i v e r o f a l l t h i n g s . T h e y t e a c h a s t h e y w e r e t a u g h t b y t h o s e w h o
camebefbre them.The lessonreminds thepeop le towa lkbare fbo tands i tupon
moist earth and know a mothering power. Ii remincls them why and how the for-

est rises fiom the earth, trees in 
"u"iy 

direction, a greenness broken only by great

rivers, s10w waters that flow to where they will again fall fiom the sky' The les-

son is to ld th roughstor iesabout theances torsandthe i r l i ves in the fores t .The
people know the storils are tme. The stories are re-created each day with each

f iu i t f romthetbres t ,w i theachsacredmedic ine f romthetor -e l lw i theachbr i l .
liant flickering of ttie firJug. The forest is all tife (Heinzman 1990' pages 1-3)'

r)l

0i O
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Figure 6

Geographic Inquiry into Global Issues

est peoples as obstructions to development has caused very serious'

oft.r, violent, disputes. The forest people are commonly on one side;

large lando*rr.rJ, miners, and developers are ox_the other. The dis-

f"i., are usually over land that has been seized from the Indians, col-

iectors, or colonists and turned over to ranchers or mining enterpris-

es. In a four-year period between 1984 and 1988, the catholic

Church inBiazllrecorded 533 assassinations over land disputes.

Most of these were in Amazonia (\(orld Resources Institute t990a)'

For example,T0 Yanomami Indians were massacred by gold min-

ers in Roraima, Brazil in August, 1993:

The 70 victims, members of one of the least assimilated
indigenous societies of the Amazon region, *9te shot, hacked to

piec"es, and burned in a remote forest near the Venezuelan border.
it was'only the latest attack on the Yanomami by gold miners who

have been invading the territory since 1987 '
Local polit iciais and business leaders had encouraged the

invasion of the Yanomami reserve, and the massacre was the

direct result. The invasions are in defiance of a two-year-old law

establishing the boundaries of the Indians' territory (Turner 1993,
page A21 ).

Much of Amazonia's development is agricultural. Land is cleared

for cattle grazing. Food is grown for the increasing Btazihan popula-

tion. \7ith so many ,."rorri for using the rain forest, it is ironic that

these developments should imperil the very land on which so many

depend (Figure 6 below).

Total world tropical forest area lost and demand for

farm land.
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Source: Corson 1990.
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toge the r ,wecanbes t rongenough tow in (Hech tandCockbu rn
1990, page 217).

One idea of cultural survival is called "museum culture"' A muse-

um culture is one that is preserved for outsiders to look at' and study'

Effort is aimed at preserving visible cultural traditions, even though

the living culture iiself may deteriorate and eventually die.

An opposite perspective is called "twentieth-century culture."

Accordinj ro rhi; view, whether a culture exists in New York City or

the peruvian rain forest, it must have both the freedom to make

choices and information to base those choices on. If traditions are

ior, ur a result of gaining entry into the twentieth century' then that

is the price that must be Paid.
Cullture expresses "learned group experience" (Denevan 1983).

As the group k..pr learning, the group experience continues to grow

and ching.. Ir it possible that the indigenous cultures of Amazonia

.ur, .hurri. and survive? Consider this statement by an Amazonian

Indian named Ailton I(renak:

For a long t ime only the anthropologists were able to get into

the Indian areas and describe what was going on. since the 1970s

this has al l  changed. This is due to changes in the government

policy itself. As t6ey penetrated more deeply into Amazonia, any

time- they cut a 
-road 

Indians would leap out of the way.

lndian man of the Amazon reglon.
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Figure 7 Structure of the Forest People's All iance of Brazil, established
in  1987.

Source: Hecht and Cockburn 1 990.
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sustainabil i ty is the [ idea] that economic growth and develop-

ment must take place, and be maintained . .  .  within the l imits set

by ecology . . . by the interrelations of human beings and ' ' '

the biosphere, . . [also,] the spread of a reasonable level of pros-

perity and security to the less developed nations is essential to

protecting ecological balance and hence essential to the contin-

ued prosferity of the wealthy nations. lt follows that environmen-

tal protection and economic development are complementary
rather than antagonistic processes (Ruckelshau s 1989, page 167).

ls sustainable development taking place in
the Amazon?

The legend of Johnny Appleseed could have been about a Kayapo

Indian in ihe Amazon. The l(ayapo not only plant useful species,

they reforest open grassland areas and shift plants to locations they

can reach -or. .utily. They have collected seeds over an area about

the size of 
'Western 

dutop. and planted them in locations of interest

to them (Hecht and Cockburn L990). Even after they leave ,al:' afea)

the Kayapo continue to visit and maintain their agricultural sites. ..
These forest uses are practiced by many other Indian groups as well'

In fact, scientists suspect that much of the Amazon has been man-

aged, on a sustainabie basis, by native peoples for thowsands of

years.' 
The Amazonian Indians aren't the only forest people. Many rain

forest products are harvested by petty extractors (small-scale collec-

tors). one of the most important of these products is rubber.

Rubber tappers (called seringueiros) gather latex from rubber

trees that gro* nut.trally in the forest. Rubber trees occur at a dis-

tance of about a hundred yards apaf\ so harvesting rubber involves

a lot of walking. The paths used by tappers to collect rubber are

called estradas. Figure 8 on page 39 shows estradas where natural

rubber groves are claimed for the exclusive use of the landowner.
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The rubber tappers use a knife to make cuts in the bark, but these
cuts don't kill the trees. Latex drips into a cup that is fastened under-
neath the cuts. The tappers make their rounds of all the trees in their
estradas, cutting the bark, and then return a few hours later to collect
the latex. They dry the latex over a smoking fire, and form it into
large balls.

Most forest collectors hold several kinds of jobs. They often work
as agricultural laborers, usually as sharecroppers on someone else's
land. They sometimes work as day laborers for pay. They often col-
lect many different forest products, like Brazil nuts, palm hearts, bab-
basu nuts, and rubber, so if the price of one drops they still have eco-
nomic security in the others (Hecht and Cockburn 1'990).

Most rural families in the Amazon support themselves, at least in
part,by forest collecting. Recent studies have shown that if environ-
mental costs are counted in the price of turning forested land into
other uses (like ranching and farming), extraction is more economical
(Hecht and Cockburn 1990). One study of the market value of fruits,
cocoa, and rubber from Peru's Amazon forest turned up some sur-
prising information. The study showed that, over time, earnings from
forest products collected from one hectare (2.47 acres) of land was
about six times the amount that could be made by harvesting and
selling all the timber on it in one year. It was also about twice the
value of converting the land to cattle pasture (\forld Resources
Institute 1,990b).

No one knows for sure how many seringueiros now live in the
forest-estimates range from 70,000 to 300,000. Unlike the Indians
who live in social groups, rubber tappers live a lonely life dispersed
through the forest. There is evidence from some parts of the Amazon
that rubber tappers are leaving the forest to live in large towns and
cities where life is less lonely and perhaps offers more opportunity.
One former rubber tapper said:

The life of a seringueiro is the most suffocating life you can
have. He f ights and f ights and f ights and has nothing. His hands
are ful l  of smoke (Parf i t  1989, page 64).
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What is the role of extractive reserves?

one idea for development in the rain forest has come from the

rubber tappers' movement in Brazil. This is the idea of extractive

,.r.ru.r, something like parks with people living in them by collect-

ing forest products." 
Seringueiros could collect without fear that farmers or ranchers

or mineri would destroy the forest. Twelve extractive reserves are

pi*".a, one of which covers more than 2 million hectares (Parfit

Lese).
In extractive reserves, individual families have use rights, but

nobody owns privately.'ihe land is leased from the state collectively

fy ,fr. b..pl. *ho live there and manage it. Once the legal rights.of

the peoplelr. ^rrrrr.d, the extractive ,.s.ru.t might organize health

."r. fu.itnies, schools, and small-scale manufacturing (Hecht and

Cockburn 1990).
The land would be managed based on a sustainable extractive

economy. Some conservationists in developed countries believe there

tr il; potential for extractive reserves. The Environmental Defense

F;J, the \7orld \Tildlife Fund, and the National \Tildlife Federation

have focused international attention on the rubber tappers' organrza-

tion and its work in the Amazon (Hecht and cockburn L990).

In 1987, Chico Mendes, one of the organizers of the rubber tap-

pers, union, was awarded a maior internation al ptize for his work on

fehalf of his people and the rain forest environment. In the following

year, !988, h. *ar murdered (Hecht and cockburn 1990). His mur-

a;;;;., ,o-. idea of the tremendous opposition to the idea of

extractive reserves.
Organizers of the forest people have atttacted the same sort ot

violenJe that has been associated with land disputes all over the

Amazon. But the murder of Chico Mendes caught the attention and

,y-p",t y of many people around the world. Under the eye of the

giobal communitS ih. forest people of Amazonia have begun to

Zrgani* and deciare their rights as users and managers of the rain

foi.rt. The Brazilian government has formed an agency to develop

extractive reserves.
In order to preserve the Ama zon raln forest, groups in developed

nations have proposed turning large sections of the forest into

national purkr. Tt this suggestion, Arturo G6mez-Pompa, a Mexican

ecologist, resPonded:

we can no longer earmark an area as a "Nature Reserve: Keep

Out,, and have it foliced, while multitudes of starving peasants in

the vicinity are looking for a suitable spot to plant next season's

irop. This'colonialist ipproach to conservation is doomed to fail-

ure (Nations 1990, Page 214).
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Many South American politicians and private citizens think that

org^n r6ions in the developed world pressure them unfairly, espe-

;*tt when the developed world is saying, "Do as I :1y: 
not as I do'"

Fo, e*"mple, over a period of 300 years (between 1630 and 1,930), a

half-million square miles of forest were cleared in the United States

(\forld Resouices Institute 1,990b). Although deforestation may be

irupp.rring faster now in South America, people the.re a-rgue that they

rfto"ta have the same rights to use their resources that North

Americans had to use th;irs (Figures 9 and 1,0 on page 43 and

below). In 1989, in response to critics of rain forest destruction in

Braztl', presideni Sarney of Brazil ended a speech by saying: "Brazi!

controls the Amazorr, ih. Amazon is ours" (New York" Times 1989).

Key

S ruorttr America

ffi Western EuroPe

ffi Eastern Europe

f f i  lapan and Pacif ic

ffi cnina
f f i  Otn"t develoPing nations

Figure 1O lndustrial emission of carbon dioxide, 1985'

Source: Ruckelshaus 1 989.
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What environmental problems
has development caused

in Eastern Europe?

Glossary
Words

central  p lanning

command economy

development

nongovernmental
organization (NCO)

What has been the nature of development in
Eastern EuroPe?

You now turn your attention to development in a different

region-Eastern Europe. Even though the place is different than the

A1nuron, some of the iu-. problems have occurred. The following is

a famous quote from the former leader of the soviet union.
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The average life span in Krakow is three to four years less than the

nadonal average.Fiilt; L 1 below :-"-*put9t-life 
expectancy in

;;i;;d ,; othe"r pluJ., in the world (world Resources Institute

1992).

Figure 11 Life expectancy at birth, 1985-1990'

. 'Wona Resources lnstitute l992'

\Taterpol lut ionissobadinPolandthatg0percentofr iverwater
is unsafe to use f.r';;*kG i" No"rt America, nea.rly every city has

a sewage ,r.u,-.rrr!1u"r, 61r, less than half of Polish cities have one.

Even in Warsaw, the capital cit5 just 5 percent of sewage is treated'

The remaining sewagt itt' dumped into the Vistula River'
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organization aimed at, alrong other things, improving.farm water systems. only

27 percenl of Polish villages have adequate water and' she says' evefy fifth vil-

lage has to ci l r ry wi l tet ' .  o l ten from pol luled sources'

Troubled that the organization was supporting private agriculture' the Polish

government refused in 1986 to let it remain autonomous. No longer able tct

ittract foreign funding, the organization collapsed. Meanwhile, Stolzman says,

when she realized hei activities had jeopardized the agricultural institute, she

resigned.
Since the revolution ousting communist leaders' her standing has changed'

Stolzman oversees a newly created private Founclation of Water Supply in Rural

Areas. She was elected to [parliament] on the Solidarity ticket. Three of the other

12 founders of the original farm organization are also in the government'

The foundation tat<es money only from nongovernment soulces, many of thern

outsicle the country. on the wall in her office is a map of the country, plastered

with little yellow, red, green, and blue hearrts showing projects in various stages

of- completion.
"Money is a limiting filctor," Stolzmal says of her problems in starting even

*o." proj".ts. But these obstacles are not stopping growth of public action

groupr. Sie says, ,,Now the numbers of NCOs Inongovernment organizationsl

are growing by the hunclreds every month" (Hirmilton 1992)'

0 I

I0

J .

4.

{

6.

How can developed countries help Poland and other East

errop."n count ; ies?

What arc some of the maior pr:oblerns faced by Poland as

i t  t r ies to  c lean up?

Do you rhink the new poli t ical systems of Eastern E'urope

can f ind envi ronmenta l  answers? Expla in yot l r  answer '

Whv do vou th ink Mar ia  Sto lzman created a pr ivate

foundation instead of a government-owned one?
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Table 5 Growth in income per person (average percentage per year)

According to other data, the Tennessee valley grew slower than

promised in manufacturing employment. It also has fewer homes

*ith rrrtttting water and electric appliances. The TVA promised more

electrical se;ice to the Tennessee valleS but this too came at a slow-

er pace than in surrounding states.
Defenders of the TVA point to lower electricity rates as compared

to the national aver^ge. The agricultural projects helped farmers

maintain soil, reduce erosion, and increase yields through the use of

f.ertilizer.It helped develop cleaner ways to burn coal. The TVA also

developed ,r.r.L"t ,.actots, and solar energy to heat water (Chandler

1,984).

Source: Chandler 1984'
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